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FOREWORD

An international scientific symposium Virgin Forest Ecosystems ofDinaric Karst
and Nature-Based Forest Management in Croatia was held in the Croatian Academy
of Sciences and Arts on 27th and 28th September 2007. The symposium, organized
by the Forestry Section of the Scientific Council for Agriculture and Forestry of the
Croatian Academy of Sciences and Arts, marked the 50th anniversary of the begin
ning of systematic scientific forestry research in Croatian virgin forest ecosystems. It
was in September 1957 that Academician Milan Anic and his associates established a
permanent experimental plot and performed the first measurements in the virgin fo
rest of Corkova Uvala. This experimental plot has since been a source of invaluable
data on beech-fir virgin forests in the Dinaric karst region. The symposium was co-
organized by the international association Fro Silva Europa, the Academy of Forestry
Sciences and the Plitvice Lakes National Park.

The goals of the symposium were to:
-  present the achievements of forestry and associated sciences related to the

study of beech and beech-fir virgin forest ecosystems on Dinaric karst and
demonstrate their application on the development of nature-based manage
ment with forests,

-  explain why all forests cannot be virgin forests and what is nature-based
forest management in Croatia,

-  draw the attention of broader scientific and professional public to the value
of natural forest ecosystems in Croatia on the threshold of Croatia's acces
sion to the European Union.

Fourteen papers were presented at the symposium. They will be published in a
proceedings edited by the Croatian Academy of Sciences and Arts. This volume of
the journal "Glasnik za sumske pokuse" contains seven articles chosen by the editors
and submitted to international revision for publication in the English language.

The authors of the papers are members of the Croatian Academy of Sciences
and Arts and the Academy of Forestry Sciences, scientists of the Biotechnical Faculty
of Ljubljana University and the Faculty of Forestry of Zagreb University and the
Forest Research Institute in Jastrebarsko.

It is a fact that Croatian forests have always been managed on a close-to-nature
principle. The results of such practice are their natural and well preserved condi
tions, especially where forest management has been applied continuously for almost
two and a half centuries. The natural approach to forest management in Croatia is
staunchly advocated and developed by the Faculty of Forestry of Zagreb University
through the Zagreb School of Silviculture.

We hope that this scientific symposium will contribute to better public under
standing of nature-based forest management and promote forestry as a science, pro
fession and art of managing and preserving forest ecosystems.

Editor in Chief



PROSLOV

U palaci Hrvatske akademije znanosti i umjetnosti odrzan je 27. i 28. rujna
2007. godine medunarodni znanstveni skup Prasumski ekosustavi dinarskoga krsa i
prirbdno gospodarenje sutnama u Hrvatskoj. Skup je organizirala Sekcija za sumar-
stvo Znanstvenoga vijeca za poljoprivredu i sumarstvo Hrvatske akademije znano
sti i umjetnosti povodom 50. obljetnice pocetka sustavnih sumarskih znanstvenih
istrazivanja u hrvatskim prasumskim ekosustavima. Naime, u rujnu 1957. godine
akademik Milan Anic sa svojim je suradnicima postavio trajnu pokusnu plohu i oba-
vio prvu izmjeru u prasumi Corkova uvala. Ta je pokusna ploha do danas ostala
dragocjeni izvor podataka o bukovo-jelovim prasumama dinarskoga krsa. Suorga-
nizatori skupa bili su medunarodna udruga Pro Silva Europe^ Akademija sumars^h
znanosti i Nacionalni park Plitvicka jezera.

Skup je organiziran s ciljevima:
- prezentacije dosega sumarske i srodnih znanosti na istrazivanju bukovih i

bukovo-jelovih prasumskih ekosustava na dinarskom krsu te uporabe tih
rezultata u razvoju prirodnoga gospodarenja sumama

-  odgovoriti na pitanja zasto sve sume ne mogu biti prasume i sto je prirodno
gospodarenje sumama u Hrvatskoj

-  ukazati siroj znanstvenoj zajednici i strucnoj javnosti na vrijednosti prirod-
nih sumskih ekosustava Hrvatske na pragu pristupanja Europskoj uniji.

Na znanstvenom skupu je prezentirano cetrnaest radova koji ce se tiskati u po-
sebnom Zborniku, u izdanju Hrvatske akademije znanosti i umjetnosti. U ovom volu-
menu casopisa Glasnik za sutnske pokuse donosimo sedam clanaka koje je urednistvo
izabralo i podvrgnulo medunarodnoj recenziji za tisak na engleskom jeziku.

Autori radova su clanovi Hrvatske akademije znanosti i umjetnosti i Akade
mije sumarskih znanosti, znanstvenici Biotehnickog fakulteta Sveucilista u Ljubljani,
Sumarskoga fakulteta Sveucilista u Zagrebu i Sumarskoga instituta, Jastrebarsko.

Cinjenica je kako je sumarstvo oduvijek znalo kako prirodno gospodariti hr
vatskim sumama. Najboiji dokazi tomu su njihbva prirodnost i ocuvanost koji su
posebice izrazeni upravo tamo gdje se sumama u kontinuitetu gospodari gotovo dva
i pol stoljeca. Prirodni pristup gospodarenju sumama u Hrvatskoj se prepozanje kroz
zagrebacku skolu uzgajanja suma koju njeguje i razvija Sumarski fakultet Sveucilista
u Zagrebu.

Vjerujemo kako ce ovaj znanstveni skup pridonijeti senzibilizaciji svekolike jav
nosti za prirodno gospodarenje sumama i promociji sumarstva kao znanosti, struke
i umijeca gospodarenja te ocuvanja sumskih ekosustava.

Glavni urednik
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DEVELOPMENT OF A VIRGIN FOREST
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In forest management, the forestry profession advocates the principle of su-
stainability, also known as the principle of sustainable development. According to
this principle, tending treatments are applied with the goal of improving the exi
sting forests while regeneration treatments are aimed at raising new generations
of forests. Thanks to the principle of sustainability, which has been continuously
applied to Croatian forestry since 1765, Croatian natural forests have survived
to the present day. Close to nature management is based on forest tending and
regeneration treatments, whose core postulates are found in a virgin forest. This
refers both to selection forests (fir-beech forests) and regular forests (forests of
all other tree species in Croatia). Due to their stability and eternity, naturally
managed forests provide a firm ecological and commercial stronghold in all life
conditions, including adverse ones. A forest which develops under the influence
of man, who applies nature-based tending and regeneration acrivities since the
beginning, is a natural commercial forest. Conversely, a forest which has always
developed without any human impacts is a virgin forest. During its development
of several centuries, a virgin forest undergoes developmental cycles that alternate
through three different stages. These are the initial, the optimal and the terminal
stage. The stages coincide with developmental stages, such as, for example, the
stage of ageing, decomposition and selection. The time period lapsing between
the occurrence and the disappearance of a generation in a virgin forest of fir and
beech is about 400 to 500 years. Of this long period, slightly less than half relates
to desirable, stable and productive structural conditions for forest growth. The
longer part of this period, between 200 and 300 years, relates to unfavorable
structural and physiological conditions. The firsts favorable and desirable period,
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comprises those stages that are applied to selection forest management (selection
and initial optimal stage), and to regular forest management (optimal and initial
stage). By applying tending and regeneration treatments with selection cutting in
a selection forest in which the growing stock is maintained at approximately 400
m^/ha before and 300 m^/ha after the cut, we preserve the natural structure that
favors optimal natural regeneration, maximal increment, desirable biological di
versity, naturalness, stability and eternity of selection forests. Tending operations
in a regular forest eliminate superfluous and poor quality individuals from stands
similarly to natural mortality that takes place during virgin forest development.
Regeneration treatments in a regular forest, which has matured and reached a
structure similar to that in the optimal stage of a virgin forest, are Intended to
regenerate it naturally and ensure its eternity. The above treatments in commercial
natural forests mirror the events in virgin forests, with the only difference that a
tended natural forest, unlike a virgin forest, always puts forth good quality com
mercial and non-commercial production. When it reaches the ageing stage, it Is
naturally regenerated. In today's disturbed ecological conditions, forests lacking
the natural structure are the most susceptible to dieback. It is owing to close to
nature management that Croatian forests are among the most stable in Europe.
However, some legal acts, probably written under the strong pressure of "nature
lovers", green activists, "environmentalists" and similar groups, show lack of un
derstanding about how forests function, erroneously prescribe passive protection
and ban tending and regeneration treatments. If we want to preserve good quality
natural forests for future generations, these acts should urgently be mended. We
all love our forests, but love should be complemented with knowledge of forests.
Love alone will surely lead our forests to ruin.

Key words: close to nature management, natural forest, virgin forest, tending,
regeneration

INTRODUCTION

UVOD

Uncontrolled cutting of forests that took place during the early stage of capita
lism in Europe led to a number of devastating consequences, such as a reduction in
the forest area, absence of regeneration and catastrophic ecological and economic
impacts. This prompted urgent establishment of the forestry profession, whose main
task was to protect, exploit and regenerate forests on the basis of specialist and
scientific knowledge (Matic 1990).

In Croatia, then a part of the Habsburg Monarchy, the Military Border was esta
blished in 1702. The forestry service based on military principles was introduced in
1746 over the entire area (Klepac 2001). The area of eleven regiments comprised
741,908 ha of forests. A military forestry service was set up in each of these areas.
The year 1765 deserves special mention, because it was the year when the first mana
gement plan was drawn up and the first forest offices were founded (Krasno, Ostarije
and Petrova Gora). The Krasno forest office is still active (Matic et al. 2001).
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A well organized forestry profession follows the principle of sustainability, also
known as the principle of sustainable development. Its application ensures perma
nent survival of forests in an area. The principle of sustainable management has
always played an important role in the Croatian forestry legislation. This is confir
med by the Forest Order issued by Maria Theresa (1769), the forest laws of 1852
and 1894, and the many progressive forest laws issued since (Matic 2004).

Nature-based management, the implementation of the above laws, and probably
the fact that forestry was part of the military administration were all responsible
for the preservation of natural forests in Croatia today. Owing to this, the Republic
of Croatia has 2,688,687 ha of forests and forestland, of which 98% is of natural
character. These forests contain 398 million m^ of growing stock. Growing stock
increases by 10.5 million m^ annually, corresponding to the amount of the annual
current increment.

Forests in Croatia are natural because they originate from natural seed regene
ration. Seed reaches the forest floor from the crowns of mature trees before they are
cut. These forests are tended and regenerated in accordance with the basic principles
that reign in a virgin forest. Virgin forests are natural forests which develop exclusi
vely under the influence of natural factors.

Depending on different biological properties and ecological requirements of
tree species and their adaptation to certain site conditions, there are two basic
methods of forest tending and regeneration. One method involves forest stands of
even-aged structure, and the other forest stands of selection structure. An even-aged
stand contains trees of similar heights, breast diameters and ages, because they have
sprouted almost simultaneously from the seeds of mature trees. Selection stands re
late exclusively to the distribution range of silver fir accompanied by common beech
and sometimes by common spruce. Since these species and silver fir in particular, are
skiophilic, they are capable of forming a selection structure. Such a stand contains
trees of different heights and breast diameters per surface unit. In the structural and
light conditions, selection stands of fir, in community with beech and spruce, have
an excellent regeneration and survival rate. An even-aged and selection structure of
a forest stand may also be formed in a virgin forest. However, each represents only
one of the several life stages of a virgin forest.

Close to nature management is the most perfect method of forest managemetit.
Forests managed according to natural principles maintain the optimal natural struc
ture, which ensures their naturalness, diversity, stability, maximal production, op
timal natural regeneration and eternity. Conversely, the clear-cutting management
method still applied in some European countries, achieves contrary effects and leads
to site degradation and the disappearance of climatogenic or basic tree species and
their stands. This is the reason that Croatian forests have for centuries been managed
according to natural principles. As a management method, clear cutting has always
been banned by law, which is one of the particularities of Croatian forestry.

In close to nature management, forest tending and regeneration follows the resul
ts of research in the life stages of a virgin forest. Thus, the application of natural laws
stemming from the selection phase of a fir-beech virgin forest is important in the ma
nagement with a fir-beech selection stand. Even-aged stand management relies on the
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insights related to the optimal virgin forest stage. However, in the several-hundred-
year life cycle of a virgin forest there are periods of dieback, rotting and decomposi
tion. Viewed from generally beneficial (ecological, social and socio-ecophysiological)
and management standpoints, these are periods with negative effects.

Only one period in the long developmental cycle of a virgin forest is acceptable
and useful for man and the environment. This is the period of selection and a part
of the optimal phase. The remaining period of a virgin forest development relates
to the decomposition of the old and the formation of the new generation of a forest
stand.

Those who insist on permanent and passive protection of forest, and particu
larly of forests in national parks, are often ignorant of the above facts. If naturally
managed forests are not tended and regenerated and are allowed to grow spon
taneously, they will gradually assume the structure of secondary virgin forests. In
this manner we expose them to the above mentioned processes of forest structure
decomposition and the accumulation of growing stock. This cannot be a model for
natural commercial forests, from which we expect eternity and stability, as well as
the provision of both non-commercial and commercial goods.

The value of virgin forests as natural amenities that serve for extensive natural-
scientific research is exceptional. There are currently ten virgin forests in Croatia
extending over a total area of 848.41 ha (Anic 2004). Of these, six are beech-fir
virgin forests, two are beech forests, one is a beech-sessile oak forest and one is a
pedunculate oak virgin forest. The diversity, quantity and area of virgin forests place
Croatia among the richer European countries.

The objective of this work is to present tending and regeneration treatments in
natural forests and their relationship to spontaneous processes occurring in a virgin
forest. Special focus will be placed on the frequently applied and harmful practice of
passive forest protection, which causes forests to convert into secondary virgin fo
rests due to the absence of tending and regeneration treatments. Without human in
tervention, they are gradually self-decomposed, while their regeneration is generally
long-lasting and of unsatisfactory quality. The man, the society and the environment
thus lose both non-commercial and commercial values that a natural commercial
forest is capable of providing.

DEVELOPMENT OF VIRGIN EORESTS AND CLOSE

TO NATURE FOREST MANAGEMENT

RAZVOJ PRASUMEI PRIRODNO GOSPODARENJE SUMAJvlA

The forest is represented by the forest soil coherently covered with forest trees,
shrubs and ground vegetation, which permanently produce wood matter and goods
of general benefit expressed in ecological (protective), social and socio-ecophysio
logical forest functions. It is characterized by a balance between life community or
biocoenosis (plants, animals, microorganisms) and site (soil, climate, relief) (Matic
1996a).
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A forest which has always developed without any organized human impacts and
has prospered exclusively under the impact of natural factors is a virgin forest (Prpic
et al. 2001). A naturally managed forest is a forest developed under the organized
impact of man, who follows the principles of virgin forests in tending and regenera
tion (Matic 1990).

In its growth of several centuries a virgin forest goes through developmental
cycles which, according to Korpel (1996), alternate and intertwine in three different
stages: the initial, the optimal and the decomposition stage. Each of these stages has
a characteristic structure, growing stock and duration. These developmental cycles
and stages constitute the life cycle of a virgin forest. It embraces a period from the
establishment of one generation of trees to the death of the very last tree of that ge
neration. This period lasts about 400 to 500 years for fir-beech virgin forests (Korpel
1995, Mayer et al. 1980).

A virgin forest lacks a homogenous structure. Indeed, it displays a variety of de
velopmental phases which differ in terms of tree heights, wood volume, the amount
of dead wood, quantity of young generation, tree vitality, crown canopy and similar
(Anic 2004), The developmental phases extend over 0.5 to 1.5 ha and are distri
buted mosaic-like across the virgin forest area. These stages are called the initial,
the selection, the optimal and the terminal stage with the sub-stages of ageing and
decomposition.

The terminal phase with the sub-phases of ageing and decomposition is marked
with breakdown and decomposition of growing stock and the simultaneous occur
rence of a new, young generation. Such a structure in a fir-beech virgin forest may
last for 80 to 120 years (Saniga 2002). During this period, trees of the old virgin
forest generation decompose and a new generation starts to form. The next phase
is the initial phase marked with intensive growth of trees of the new generation
and their penetration from the lower to the upper stand layers. The selection phase
is next. It is marked by tree species which are characteristic for a selection forest
and selection structure. This is a short phase lasting for only 20 to 30 years (Saniga
2002). In beech-fir virgin forests in the Dinaric range, due to the mosaic of micro-
sites caused by karst phenomena and varying soil depths, the selection structure is
formed in almost all developmental stages and phases of a virgin forest (Prpic et al.
2001). The initial and the selection stage in a beech-fir virgin forest last for about
100 to 140 years. Next is the optimal phase, in which the basal area and the volume
achieve maximal values, the canopy is complete, the number of trees per surface unit
is large and regeneration is poor. This phase, lasting for 80 to 120 years, is characte
rized by the attainment of maximal values of growing stock of about 1,400 m^ha.
The optimal phase is followed by the terminal phase, in which the old generation of
the virgin forest is decomposed and the new one is formed.

During the life cycle of a virgin forest lasting for several centuries, natural re
generation becomes more intensive at the end of the optimal phase. This is marked
by the gradual reduction of the growing stock, the formation of light and soil con
ditions for seed germination and the growth of the young generation. The selection
stage is too short for the young generation to survive. It disappears due to intensive
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growth of dominant trees, the formation of the horizontal canopy and the lack of
light. This leads to the rapid disappearance of the selection phase and the onset of
the optimal phase, in which conditions for natural regeneration are minimal.

In selection management, the structure of the selection and the initial part of the
optimal phase is permanently maintained. In a commercial selection stand mature
trees are cut and natural regeneration is stimulated. If these operations are missing,
the structure of the stand will assume the features of the optimal, and later of the
terminal virgin forest phase.

In order to maintain the selection stand in optimal structural conditions, perma
nent silvicultural treatments should be applied. This involves selection cuts in which
the value of the increment is cut and the optimal growing stock maintained (Matic
et al. 2001). During the entire life cycle of a fir-beech virgin forest, the recorded
tree mortality ranged from 21.41 to 29.24%, or 25% on average (Saniga 2002).
This result firmly confirms the fact that the cutting intensity of 25% in selection
management has been properly determined and that is conforms to nature. If silvi
cultural treatments are lacking or are misapplied, e.g., if lower cutting intensity is
applied, the selection stand will lose its optimal structure, while over-mature and
physiologically weakened trees will decline and die. Natural regeneration in such a
forest is absent, increment is reduced and so is the production of commercial and
non-commercial goods.

The structure of the optimal phase in a virgin forest offers insights on tending
and regeneration of even-aged stands. The structural features of old even-aged stan
ds are almost identical to the structure of the optimal phase of a virgin forest. In the
developmental stage of the old stand, a decrease in the increment and visible physio
logical weakening of trees call for the application of treatments based on natural re
generation. In the course of two to five cuts the number of trees is gradually reduced,
while simultaneous protection of the soil encourages the growth of the new stand
generation. Thus, by adhering to natural processes which occur relatively briefly in
one of the phases of virgin forest growth, we ensure optimal natural development
of'an even-aged stand. '

In regular forests with silvicultural forms of high forest, coppice with standards
and coppice, natural regeneration includes silvicultural treatments of tending and
regeneration. Tending begins after natural regeneration and lasts almost throughout
the stand's life or rotation, i.e. since the beginning of regeneration. Tending ensures
the optimal, natural structure which forms good stand climate, develops the forest
soil and allows optimal production of market and non-market values, biological
diversity and the possibility of natural regeneration (Matic 1996). Regeneration of
regular forests involves the replacement of an old and mature stand, using shelte-
rwood cuts, with a young one. In the process, any stresses for the forest floor and
the young generation are avoided. Further tending treatments maintain the optimal
natural structural and site condition in all age classes. Such an optimal condition in
a regular forest may be compared with the optimal stage in the development of a
virgin forest.

Nature-based silvicultural tending and regeneration treatments in regular fo
rests maintain the natural development of a forest, similar to that in a virgin forest
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(optimal stage and growing stage) (Korpel 1995, 1996). The decomposition stage
has thus been purposefully avoided and those useful natural processes occurring in
the most natural of all forests - the virgin forest - have been consequently followed.
Our treatments accelerate the processes and increase the quality of a stand.

SOME EVENTS THAT JEOPARDIZE CLOSE TO NATURE
MANAGEMENT

NEKE POJAVE KOJE DOVODE U PITANJE PRIRODNO
GOSPODARENJE SUMAMA

During the 20th century close to nature management was abandoned in many
European countries. Clearcutting as a method of management and establishment
of forests was introduced in practice for reasons of economic nature. However, in
current ecological and economic conditions profit in forest management is a rather
dubious category.

It is important to determine what amount of financial means should be returned
to a forest through tending and regeneration so that the forest soil is saved from
degradation and the quality of commercial and non-commercial forest functions is
preserved. Non-commercial forest functions are divided into ecological (hydrolo-
gical, water-protective, anti-erosion, climatic and anti-emission), social (aesthetic,
health, recreational and tourist) and socio-physiological functions (genetic, biolo
gical-diverse, natural-protective and physiological) (Prpic 2003). The society makes
good use of these forest products. Their quality is higher if close to nature forest
management is more intensive and better. Regrettably, these functions do not have
any market value at present day and are therefore not calculated as income realized
by forests and forestry.

The present is marked by disturbed global ecological conditions and frequent
ecological disasters caused by human activities which, among other things, result in
the weakening, dieback and mortality of forests (Matic 2003). To counteract such a
situation, a large number of citizens' associations and political parties ("lovers of na
ture", "green activists", "environmentalists", and similar) have been established with
the mission to alert the public of this problem. Despite not having proper knowledge
on forests and forestry, they generally blame all the problems on foresters, oppose
any treatments in forests and insist on the protection of large natural forest com
plexes and their exclusion from normal (natural) management.

Such an attitude is, unfortunately, becoming a rule of conduct even in those
countries which still have natural forests and in which clearcutting is banned by law.
The example of Croatia illustrates that forested areas under some kind of protection
are increasing almost on a daily basis. In such areas natural management is either not
allowed or is reduced to the minimum (Matic 1999). The total forest area enjoying
some kind of protection amounts to 610,510 ha or to 29.4% of all forests in Croatia
(Matic 2006). Management is completely excluded from some of these areas. In
others, it is allowed but is strictly limited. As a rule, limitations are set by those cir
cles and institutions which cannot boast many forestry experts. It should be pointed
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out, however, that it was precisely the Croatian forestry experts who have created
our natural forests during 240 years of organized management.

Passive forest protection excludes close to nature management, gradually de
pletes the optimal natural structure and significantly decreases non-commercial and
commercial forest values. In addition, it causes worsened site conditions, aggravates
regeneration, increases the number of old and physiologically weakened trees, debi
litates the vitality, stability and productivity of forests, reduces the diversity of flora,
fauna and microorganisms, etc. All the above is responsible for the fact that such
forests assume the character of virgin forests in the subphases of ageing and decom
position. Sadly, forests with a disturbed structure provide minimal commercial and
generally beneficial goods.

CONCLUSIONS

ZAKLJUCCI

Sustainable management, applied in central Europe since the 18'^ century, is the
principal reason that natural forests and close to nature management has survived
to date. Close to nature management focuses on tending and regeneration, as well
as the production of commercial and non-commercial values. At the same time, it
maintains the optimal natural stand structure and ensures permanent protection and
development of forest soil.

Close to nature management in selection and regular forests is based on natural
laws reigning in a virgin forest, with the only difference that the applied silvicultural
treatments accelerate natural processes and achieve better quality and eternity of
forests.

Clearcutting as a management method has contributed to the loss of respect for
forestry as a profession on the European scale. This method is motivated by econo
mic indicators in which profit has a dominant role at the detriment of natural forests
and functions of general benefit.

Forests lacking close to nature management are heading towards destruction.
Close to nature management has been and will be the only guarantee of protection,
survival and eternity of forests. All those that insist on passive forest protection and
mask their ignorance with "love" for forests, should know that they take enormous
responsibility. They should also know that love alone leads forests to destruction.
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VEZAIZMEDU PRIRODNOG GOSPODARENJAIZIVOTNIH
FAZA U RAZVOJU PRASUME

SAZETAK

Sumarska struka u gospodarenju sumama primjenjuje nacelo potrajnosti ili
nacelo odrzivog razvoja. Na taj se nacin zahvatima njege suma unapreduju postojece,
a zahvatima obnove ili pomladivanja suma podiiu nove generacije suma. Zahvaljujuci
nacelu potrajnosti, koje se u hrvatskom sumarstvu primjenjuje od 1765. godine, nase
prirodne sume su opstale do danasnjih dana. Prirodno gospodarenje se temelji na
zahvatima njege i obnove suma kojima temeljna nacela nalazimo u prasumi. To se
odnosi kako na preborne (jelovo-bukove sume), tako i na regularne sume (sume
svih ostalih vrsta drveca u Hrvatskoj). Tako gospodarene sume su stabilne i vjecne.
One predstavljaju cvrsto ekolosko i gospodarsko uporiste u svira, pa i nepovoljnim
zivotnim uvjetima. Ako se suma od svog nastanka razvija pod utjecajem covjeka koji
obavija radove njege i obnove temeljene na prirodnim nacelima tada govorimo o
prirodnoj gospodarskoj sumi. Nasuprot tome, ako se suma oduvijek razvijala bez
utjecaja covjeka, onda je rijec o prasumi. Prasuma u svom visestoljetnom razvoju
prozivljava razvojne cikluse u kojima se izmjenjuju tri razlicita stadija: inicijaini, op-
timalni i terminalni stadij. Stadiji se preklapaju s razvojnim fazama, primjerice sta-
renjem, raspadanjem i prebornom fazom. Razdoblje od nastanka do nestanka jedne
generacije u jelovo-bukovoj prasumi traje priblizno 400 - 500 godina. Nesto manje
od polovice toga razdoblja sume provedu u pozeljnim, stabilnim i produktivnim
strukturnim prilikama. Dulji dio toga razdoblja, 200 do 300 godina, ona se nalazi u
nepovoljnim strukturnim i fizioloskim prilikama. Povoljno i pozeljno prvo razdoblje
obuhvaca faze koje primjenjujemo u gospodarenju prebornom sumom (preborna i
pocetak optimalne faze) odnosno regularnom sumom (optimalna i inicijalna faza).
Obavljajuci zahvate njege i obnove prebornom sjecom u prebornoj sumi odrzavamo
drvnu zalihu od priblizno 400 mVha prije i 300 mVha nakon sjece, osiguravamo
prirodnu strukturu u kojoj se dogada optimalno prirodno pomladivanje, maksima-
lan prirast, pozeljna bioloska raznolikost, prirodnost, stabilnost i vjecnost prebornih
suma. Isto tako, obavljajuci zahvate njege u regularnoj sumi eliminiramo iz sastojine
prekobrojne i nekvalitetne jedinke, slicno prirodnom mortalitetu koji se dogada ti-
jekom razvoja prasume. Zahvatima pomladivanja u regularnoj sumi koja je dozivjela
zrelost i strukturu slicnu optimalnoj fazi u prasumi, prirodno je obnavljamo i osigu
ravamo joj vjecnost. Navedeni zahvati koje provodimo u gospodarskim prirodnim
sumama imaju uzor u prasumama s razlikom sto njegovana prirodna suma, za razli-
ku od prasume, uvijek ima kvalitetnu gospodarsku i opcekorisnu proizvodnju, a u
fazi starenja je prirodno obnavljamo. U danasnjim poremecenim ekoloskim uvjetima
najvise se suse sume koje nemaju prirodnu strukturu. Zahvaljujuci prirodnom gospo
darenju nase sume spadaju medu najstabilnije u Europi. Ipak, neki nasi zakonski akti,
vjerojatno napisani pod jakim utjecajem «ljubitelja prirode», «zelenih», «ekologista» i
sL, zahvaljujuci nepoznavanju funkcioniranja sume, pogresno insistiraju na pasivnoj
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zastiti, bez zahvata njege i obnove. To ugrozava kvalitetu i opstanak suma. Ako ne
zelimo u buducnosti ostati bez kvalitetnih prirodnih suma to treba hitno mijenjati.
Svi mi volimo nase sume, ali pored ljubavi moramo o njima dovoljno i znati. Ljubav
bez znanja je put koji sume vodi u propast.

Kljucne rijeci: prirodno gospodarenje, prirodna suma, prasuma, njega,
pomladivanje
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Successive inventories of individual old-growth beech-fir forests from Di
naric mountains show structural changes during the last half a century. To be
aware of these trends is important for general understanding of regeneration
processes in old-growth forests, as well as for stating appropriate silvicultural
aims. However, no study comparatively investigated data sets from several old-
growth forests. We analyzed data from 31 inventories of growing stock in seven
old-growth forests representing large area stretching from the north-west of the
Dinaric mountain range in Slovenia to the central part in Croatia. All forests
experienced a decrease in the proportion of silver fir in the growing stock. The
decrease was of a different magnitude in individual old-growth forests. Howe
ver, the overall growing stock in the majority of old-growth forests didn't fluc
tuate as expected due to the silver fir decline. The diameter distribution of five
selected forests was closer to a rotated sigmoid than to a negative exponential
distribution in spite of relatively large areas which were inventoried. The curves
for growing stock according to dbh revealed, that beech and silver fir occupy
different niche within ecosystem. In the lower diameters beech is more frequent
and competitive, while silver fir compensates for this in larger diameters (and
heights).Both curves from most reserves were not stable in time. The most appa
rent and worrying trend in Slovenia was the decrease of the silver fir curve over
the entire range of the diameter distribution, with peaks in the lowest and largest
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diameters. Moreover, the silver fir regeneration > 20 cm was almost completely
absent due to high densities of large herbivores. While Corkova Uvala appears
to be a very balanced reserve in regard to all sampled parameters. The results
revealed a general synchronous trend of silver fir replacement by beech on a
broader geographical scale. The complex reasons for this are discussed and some
general guidelines for the silviculture in managed beech fir forests are given.

Keywords: old-growth forest, beech-fir forest, virgin forest, diameter distribu
tion, growing stock, species composition, alternation of tree spe
cies, long-term inventories.

INTRODUCTION

UVOD

Beech-fir forests form one of the largest areas of continuous forest in south-
central Europe. In the north-western part of the Balkan Peninsula, they stretch over
the Dinaric Mountain range along the Adriatic Sea coast, covering some 163.500
ha in Slovenia and 140.000 ha in Croatia. They serve as both an important wood
source and a key habitat for several important and endangered animal species. Du
ring the last century the tree species composition of this forest changed dramatically,
especially in Slovenia {Ficko in Boncina, 2006), where once silver fir {Abies alba
Mill.) dominated forest is now in some areas dominated by beech {Fagus sylvatica
L.). The mechanisms behind the alternation in dominance that occurred over the
past century are not entirely clear. There are several possible reasons, including
reintroduction of red deer in the late 19th century, silver fir decline, which started
in the 50's (Boncina et al. 2003), different management regimes that changed the
stand climate in favor of beech and natural processes of tree species replacement
(Brinar 1969; Forcier 1975; Fox 1977; Gaspersic 1974; Mlinsek 1967). The silver
fir decline in old-growth forests suggests that management was not the predominant
factor triggering it. Although repetitive studies of structural changes of single old-
growth forests from Dinaric mountains are frequent (e.g. (Hartman 1987; Turk et al.
1985; Rozenbergar 2000), there is no overview of structural changes in old-growth
forest from several sites. In this study long-term data about structure and tree species
composition of mature stands and regeneration was analyzed from several selected
old-growth forest reserves in the area of Dinaric beech-fir forests in Slovenia and
Croatia. The aims of the study were to: (1) examine if virgin forest from different
geographical regions of Dinaric mountain chain show similar trends of structural
changes over the time, (2) propose ecological reasoning for the changes, (3) identify
possible future trends of forest structures and (4) develop general recommendations
for managed forests.
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METHODS

METODE

Research sites

Podrucje istrazivanja

The research was performed in 7 natural old-growth forest reserves. Forest re
serves Rajhenavski Rog (RR), Pecka (PE), Strmec (ST), Krokar (KR) and Bukov vrh
(BV) are located in Slovenia, while Corkova uvala (CU) and Devcica tavani (DT) in
Croatia (Figure 1). In all cases the site conditions were similar (Table 1) and forests
were dominated by beech - fir {Fagus sylvatica L. and Abies alba Mill.) communi
ties, which are typically located between 700-1200 meters in the Dinaric mountain
range. Other less abundant species were also present in forest stands, including syca
more maple {Acer pseudoplatanus L.), wych elm (Ulmus glabra Huds.), spruce (Picea
abtes (L.) Karsten), common ash {Fraxinus excelsior L.), and large-leaved lime {Ttlia
platyphyllos Scop.).

Austria

Hungary

SLOVENIA

PE
ST

BV

CROATARR

KR

CU

DT

Bosna and Herzegovina

Figure 1: Locations of the old-growth beech-fir forest reserves included in the research (Rajhenavski
Rog - RR, Pecka - PE, Strmec - ST, Krokar - KR, Bukov vrh - B\( Corkova uvala - CU and
Devcica tavani — DT)

Slika 1. Bukovo-jelove prasume ukljuiene u istrazivanje {Rajhenavski Rog - RR, Peika - PE, Strmec
- ST Krokar - KR, Bukov vrh - EV, Ciorkova uvala - CU i Devcica tavani - DT)

Two of the selected research sites, namely Krokar and Bukov vrh, are located
on the edge of beech-fir forest distribution area. The conditions are not as favorable
for silver fir growth as in other cases; therefore the proportion of silver fir on these
locations is by nature lower compared to other analyzed forest reserves (Kordis,
1985). Krokar is situated on a plateau just above the Kolpa river with more intensive
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exposure to warm air which is lifting,up along the cliffs above the river. The large
area of the reserve is also covered with dolomite parent material changing to some
extend the soil conditions to more uniform which promotes beech as dominant tree
species (Zeibig, 2001). Bukov vrh on the other hand is close to altitude border of
silver fir distribution with colder mountain climate.

Typically Dinaric Mountains consist of dolomite and limestone parent material;
therefore the soils are in all cases free draining, ranging from rendzinas to calcareous
brown soils (calcocambisol) of variable depths. Macro- and microtopography of the
research sites are diverse, changing the site conditions significantly over very small
spatial scales. Karst phenomena such as sinkholes and rock outcrops at or close to
the surface are common on all sites.

Table 1. Basic data of the research sites (RR - Rajhenavski rog, PE - Pecka, KR - Krokar, ST - Strmec,
BY - Bukov vrh, DT - DevSica tavani, CU - Corkova uvala)

Tabitca 1. Osttovni podaci o istrazivanim lokalitetima (RR - Rajhenavski rog, PE - Peika, KR - Krokar,
ST - Strmec, BV - Bukov vrh, DT ~ Deviida tavani, CU - Corkova uvala)

Research site / Lokalitet RR PE KR ST BV DT CU

Area / Povrsina [ha] 52.1 59.5 74.5 15.6 9.3 100 79.5

Location

Polozaj
45^40'N

15-01'E

45M6'N

15°00'E

45°33'N

14°47'E

45°38'N

14M9'E

46*'00'N

13'53'E

44'88'N

15°04'E

44'55'N

15°32'E

Altitude

Nadm. vis.
740-880 795-910 840-1170 840-940 1200-

1313

1192-

1295

860-1030

Annual precipitation
God. padal. [mm]

-1650 -1220 -1526 -1556 -3000 1875 -1650

Average annual
temperature

Prosj. god. temp. pC]

7 14.3 8.4 8.3- 6.2 5 7

Meteorological statiom
Meteor, postaja

Koifevje,
^ga
Rog

Novo

mesto
"

GGN

Koce

Vojsko Zavi^n Plitvicka

jezera

Forest site classification

Sumarska zajednica
Ompha-
lodo-

Fagetum

Ompha-
lodo-

Fagetum

Omphalodo-
Fagetum,

Lamio orva-

lae-Arunco-

Fagetum

Ompha-
lodo-Fa-

getum

Ompha-
lodo-Fa-

getum

Ompha-
lodo-Fa-

getum

Ompha-
lodo-Fa-

getum

Country / Drzava SLO SLO SLO SLO SLO CRO CRO

Field methods and data analyses
Prikupljanje i analiza podataka

Three basic approaches were used in this study. First was the analysis of changes
in the total volume and beech and silver fir proportion over the research period,
which was completed for 7 locations (Table 1). The second was the examination of
the long term data on number of trees and living volume according to the diameter
at breast height (dbh) performed for 5 research sites and the third was the analysis
of regeneration in two selected old-growth forest reserves.
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First information about the tree species composition in Rajhenavski rog and
Pecka dates back to 1883 and 1893 respectively, when the first management plans
for the area were done (Hufnagel, 1893). All the rest of the long term data were
gathered as a part of management activities after year 1950 with 10 years period
between the measurements until today. In most of the cases dbh was measured and
tree species defined for all trees in the reserve (full callipering). In the case of Corko-
va uvala measurements were made on a systematic grid over the whole area of the
reserve two times. Also the data gathered on 1 ha plots in most representative part
of the reserve in CU and DT are included in this analysis, but just to observe the
changes in tree species composition. In all cases only trees above 10 cm in diameter
were included in the analysis. 5 cm diameter classes (up to 100 cm diameter) were
used to show the distribution of number of trees and volume per hectare according
to dbh. In cases where previous measurements were performed only up to certain
dbh, all trees above that dbh were put together in the last diameter class in all fol
lowing data sets.

Between 2001 and 2004, under different light conditions in gaps, under stands
surrounding the gaps, and under the closed canopy a N-S oriented 5x5 m grid was
established and 773 - 1,5 x 1,5 m plots were established on the grid intersections.
On each plot all seedlings of each tree species were counted and categorized within
several height classes: 1 year-old seedlings, <20 cm height, 21 - 50 cm, 51-90 cm,
91 -130 cm, 131 - 200 cm, 201 - 300 cm and >300 cm.

RESULTS

REZULTATI

Long-term changes in tree species composition and growing stock
Dugorocne promjene smjese vrsta drveca i drvne zalihe

Seven old-growth forest under investigation cover substantial range from the very
start of the Dinaric mountain range in Trnovski gozd Slovenia, represented by Bukov
vrh, to the core area in Croatia, represented by Corkova Uvala and Devcica tavani. In
the 50' the share of silver fir in growing stock of all live trees amounted on average
between 50-65% (Figure 2). Values below 30% were measured in Krokar and Bukov
vrh. First is only partly covered by beech-fir ecosystem, while Bukov vrh represents
a transition towards high mountan beech forests. However, from 1950 on, all old-
growth forests demonstrate a decrease of silver fir share in the growing stock of all
live trees. This reduction is less pronounced in Croatia compared to Slovenia. Still,
also within countries significant differences in decrease exist. The steepest decrease
took place in Pecka in Slovenia, where silver fir share declined from 58 % in 1893 to
17 % in 2003, which represents a 41 % decrease in about 100 years. It appears that
old-growth forest at the edge of Dinaric mountain chain (for example Pecka with 20
% decrease over the last 20 years) or at the edge of the beech-fir ecosystems within
the Dinaric mountains (Krokar with 17 % decrease in the last 40 years) demonstrate
a more noticeable decrease. The decrease of the silver fir was not constant over the
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time. Two old-growth forests show a more pronounced decrease in the last interval
between the measurements, namely Pecka and Devcica tavani, while the change is not
so evident in case of Bukov vrh and Rajhenavski Rog. The majority of others show a
decrease of ca. 5 %. Observing longer periods of time we can see different patterns,
as for example a relatively constant and lately accelerated decrease in Pecka and an
increase until 50' followed by a gradual decrease in Rajhenavski Rog.

100 - Silver fir -^RR

-■-PE
80 - ^KR

-©-CU1
60 -

S? -^CU2

40 ■ -e-DT

20 - -^ST

1880 1950 1970 1990
Year
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Figure 2: Long-term changes in proportion of silver fir in living volume in seven beech-fir old-growth
forests in Dinaric mountains

Slika 2. Dugorocne promfene volumnog udjela obiine jele u sedam dinarskih bukovo-jelovih prasuma
The most important species competing with silver fir is beech, all the remaining

species from Norway spruce to sycamore maple represent a minor share of maxi
mum 5 % in some reserves. The trends of beech proportion in the growing stock
of all live trees were reciprocal to those demonstrated by silver fir (Figure 3), as
expected. The beech share in all old-growth forests exceeds 40 %. The most silver
fir dominant forests remain Corkova Uvala and Rajhenavski Rog.

The growing stock of old-growth forest was in an interval form slightly above
500 m^/ha on more extreme sites as Bukov vrh, to 942 m^/ha in Pecka in 50' (Figure
4). The average value of most representative beech-fir old-growth forests was about
800 m^/ha (RR, PE, CU), the rest of old-growth forest with lower growing-stock
include also additional less productive sites in inventoried protected compartments.
Most of the variation intervals of growing stock in the observed time are close to
100 mVha, which seems reasonable in regard to relative large areas under investiga
tion (from 10 to 100 ha). The maximal decrease of growing stock was observed in
Pecka. Here it declined form 942 mVha in 1953 to 698 mVha in 2003. The highest
increase of almost 150 mVha over 45 years was recorded in Krokar. In some old-
growth forests (e.g. RR) the growing stock remained relatively constant over almost
60 years. In the period between last two measurements there is an noticeable trend
of growing stock decrease in all forest reserves with the exception of CU2.
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Figure 3: Long-term changes in share of beech in living volume in seven beech-fir old-growth forests in
Dinaric mountains

Slika 3. Dugoroine promjene volumnog udjela obicne bukve u sedatn dittarskih bukovo-felovih
praSuma
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Figure 4: Long-term changes in amount of growing stock of live trees in seven beech-fir old-growth
forests in Dinaric mountains

Slika 4. Dugoroine promjene prosjedne drvne zalihe zivih stabala u sedam dinarskih bukovo-jelovih
praSuma

Changes in tree species frequency and growing stock distributions
according to dbh

Promjene distribucija vrsta drveca i drvne zalihe s obzirom na prsni promjer

From seven old-growth forests, five with complete data sets for the last two
inventories in 1980' and 2000', respectively were selected for a detailed analysis of
diameter and growing stock distributions. The diameter distributions including all
tress showed more tendency towards the rotated sigmoid than the negative expo-
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nential distriburion (Figure 5). The closest to the reverse J-shaped curve was the
distribution from Corkova Uvala and Strmec, if we neglect the larger diameter sizes
above 19 dbh. The curve from Corkova uvala was also the most stable in time, while
the curves form Slovenian old-growth forest showed changes in the shape of the cur
ve. However, this was different from forest to forest. For example, in Pecka, Strmec
and Krokar we noticed a decrease in small diameters and an increase in large ones,
while in Rajhenavski rog there was a decrease in the middle diameters. The closer
look into the diameter distribution of each species reveals the nature of changes
for the curve of total stems in reserve. There are differences between countries and
among individual reserves. The curves for both species seem to be relatively stable
for both species in Corkova uvala, while in Slovenia the curves for species show si
gnificant differences in time. The most apparent and worrying trend is the decrease
of the silver fir curve along whole range of the diameter distribution. Still, this is
most pronounced in the lowest and larges diameters. On the other hand the beech
shows a decrease of curves among the youngest diameters and increase among the
largest. This trend points to the severe mortality among the young beech generation
which competed for space in the gaps created after the most severe decline of silver
fir, which was followed by two successive windthrows. The gaps were partially clo
sed by the growth of the advanced regeneration and partially by lateral extensions
of the crowns of surrounding trees. The exception is Rajhenavski rog where the de
crease of silver fir and increase of beech in the low diameter classes seem to be slow
and thus synchronous. In all reserves the inverse sigmoid curve was more expressed
with beech than with silver fir.

In the last two decades the growing stock curve for all live trees has shifted
towards right hand side of^the figure in all Slovenian old-growth forests, whilst it
stayed relatively stable in Corkova uvala (Figure 6). This is probably due to more
pronounced silver fir decline in Slovenia, which triggered lush ingrowth of beech.
This phenomenon is more pronounced if we analyze growing stock distributions
per dbh for beech and silver fir separately. The beech curve had the strongest shift
towards right in Pecka, followed by Krokar and Strmec. This curve seems relatively
stable in Rajhenavski rog and Corkova uvala. However, the silver fir curve showed
the strongest decrease in Pecka, followed by Strmec and Krokar. In Rajhenavski rog
and Corkova uvala it stayed stable with a slight move to the right hand side. To allow
comparability the diameters above dbh class 20 were merged into 20th dbh class for
Pecka, Rajhenavski rog and Corkova uvala. For Krokar and Strmec all higher diame
ters were merged into 16th dbh class. Still, from the graphs we could see the general
rule that beech and silver fir supplement each other within the curves. In the lower
diameters beech is more frequent and competitive, while silver fir compensates for
this in larger diameters (and heights). The beech curve usually finishes with 19th dbh
class, while silver fir often attains diameters up to 24th dbh class, with individual
trees up to 32th class.
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Figure 5: Comparison of diameter distributions of five beech-fir old-growth forests according to tree
species between the last two inventories

Slika S. Usporedba distribucija prsnih promjera za posljeditje dvije inventure na primjeru pet bukovo-
jelovih praSuma

Regeneration tree species composition and height distribution
Struktura pomlatka po vrstama drveca i visinama

The density of regeneration in total was almost five times higher (62.066 per
ha) in Rajhenav compared to the Corkova uvala (13.083 per ha) forest reserve (t =
19,4586, p = 0,0000), which is mostly due to an almost ten-fold increase (54.699
versus 5588 per ha) in the density of beech at Rajhenav (Figure 1 right). However, the
total density of silver fir was more than twice as high (6312 versus 3187 per ha) in
Corkova uvala (t = -5,7711, p = 0,0000). In spite of the fact that there was much less
silver fir in the upper storey, the density of one year old and up to 20 cm tall silver fir
seedlings in Rajhenav was higher than in Corkova uvala. However, the density of silver
fir seedlings taller than 20 cm was higher in Corkova uvala, as there were no seedlings
taller than 50 cm in the Rajhenav old-growth forest reserve (Figure 1 left). Lower den
sities of beech seedlings in Corkova uvala could be explained by lower radiation levels
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Figure 6: Comparison of distributions of growing stock in relation to DBH of five beech-fir old-
growth forests between the last two inventories

Slika 6. Usporedba distribucija drvne zalihe za posljednje dvtje inventure na primjeru pet bukovo-jelo-
vih praSuma

and smaller gaps compared to Rajhenav, and also by much more intensive competition
from the herb layer in Corkova uvala. The main reason for the dramatically low den
sity of fir seedlings above 20 cm tall in Rajhenav is the heavy browsing pressure, due
to a high population density of red and roe deer in the Dinaric mountains in Slovenia.
This also explains the much denser coverage of ground vegetation in Corkova uvala,
especially Rubus species, which is highly desired by deer.

DISCUSSION

RASPRAVA

Seven examined beech-fir old-growth forests covering broader geographical
scale from north-west to central Dinaric Mountains showed a significant decrease
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Slika 7. Gustoca (n ha'^) jelovog (lijevo) i bukovog (desno) pottika i pomlatka po visinskim klasama
(cm) u prasumama Rajhenav i Corkova uvala

of silver fir share in growing stock in the last half of the century. Similar trends were
reported for managed forests many times during the period of acute silver fir decli
ne form 1950' to mid 80' (Safar 1964; Kandler 1992; Korpel 1985; Larsen 1986;
Leibundgut 1974; Mlinsek 1964). The decrease of silver fir in growing stock was of
a different magnitude among individual virgin forests, still it appears to slow down
in recent decades. This is conform with the findings from managed forests were first
observations of improved health status of silver fir were reported in the last decades
(Dobrowolska 1998). The exceptions were Devcica tavani and Pecka, the last being
hit by two successive windstorms (Nagel and Diaci 2006; Nagel et al. 2006).

In all studied forests silver fir was replaced by the beech. This is a common trend
often reported for individual reserves and managed forests (Boncina et al. 2003;
Diaci 1994). In spite of significant tree species replacement the overall growing
stock in the majority of old-growth forests didn't fluctuate as expected. Exception
was the old-growth Pecka, due to above mentioned reasons.

The causes for silver fir decline are complex, however they are of natural, an
thropogenic and mixed origin. The anthropogenic reasons include the pollution of
ecosystems on a local and global scale, climate change, high densities of the ungula
tes and non adapted silvicultural systems to the silver fir ecology. The last, appears
not to be one of the primary causes due to the silver fir decline in old-growth forests.
However, forestry might have an effect, through building of fine forest road network
and thus changing the local forest climate, removal of CWD on which silver fir often
regenerates and changing from single tree selection to irregular shelterwood system
in Slovenia.

The most important natural cause of silver fir decline is the tree species al
ternation in persistent (climax) communities. The word alternation of species was
proposed by a French forester in 1905 (Schaeffer and Moreau 1958) and then often
observed or researched in temperate forests (Forcier 1975; Fox 1977; Watt 1947),
including Croatia and Slovenia (Safar 1967; Gaspersic 1974), Initially, the alterna
tion was understood mostly on the local scale, from one or to at most few large ca
nopy trees. Here, most processes affecting density and species composition operate,
except dispersal (Fox 1977). (Watt 1947) was the first wrote about this issue; the
alternation was reflected in the spatial mosaic of the community. Later (Fox 1977)
found that sapling abundance was lower beneath the canopies of the same species.
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Similar results were reported also for Dinaric beech-fir forests (Gaspersic 1974).
There are several mechanisms behind the alternation (Fox 1977):

1. The substrate and micro-relief variability could be important on the diverse
carstic conditions of Dinaric Alps. Short (climate, seed bed) and long-term
(nutrients, chemical properties) influences of CWD could be added to this
group, although they operate also tree species specific.

2. Demographic causes of alternation - each species inhibits the survival and
growth of its own species most severely (autoinhibition):
- parent tree is a source of predators and pathogens: herbivorous insects,

other predators, toxins
- conspecific trees my be thinned more severely: similar niche and need for

resources, e.g. soil, light with temporal variability, variability in quality
- other reasons: lover abundance of long living species - they take long to

pass a certain dangerous height range
- tolerance relations: adaptation to specific disturbance regime (small and
large gaps); expected crown diameter at death is favoring another species;
different crown size between conifers and.broadleaves (silver fir - beech)

- better growth of evergreens underneath of broadleaves
- plants create individual microhabitats (light, precipitation).

However, also regional and global factors might have an important effect on the
species alternation as shown in this study. For example different densities of ungu
lates, which hindered the regeneration of silver fir in Slovenia completely in last 30
years, and various silvicultural regimes operate on a regional scale. Moreover, the
global climate change, with higher temperatures, more severe disturbance regime is
less favorable for silver fir compared to beech. Similar replacements of both species
have been found after the last ice ages (Andric and Willis 2003; Sercelj 1996). Fi
nally, it appears very difficult to draw a line between different scales of operation of
species alternation and natural versus anthropogenic factors.

The examined old-growth forest covered mainly large areas, however the dia
meter distribution of individual old-growth forest did not follow the negative expo
nential distribution as reported from many studies in old-grov^th forests (Lorimer
1980) (Leak 1996). The reverse negative exponential distribution suggest similar
growth and mortality rates across the diameter range. The observed curves were
closer to a rotated sigmoid distribution. This observation is not a new one (Goff and
West 1975; Hartman 1987; Leibundgut 1982; Westphal et al. 2006). The deviation
from the negative exponential curve might be due to higher mortality in lower and
higher diameter classes and/or faster diameter growth in the mean classes. It is inte
resting that the rotated sigmoid distribution was found to provide the best fit also for
managed equilibrium state plenter beech-fir forest in Switzerland (Schutz 2001).

The curves for growing stock per dbh revealed that beech and silver fir occupy
different niche within ecosystem. In the lower diameters beech is more frequent and
competitive, while silver fir compensates for this in larger diameters (and heights).
This was already reported for two beech-fir old-growth forests in Slovenia (Hart-
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man 1987; Turk et al. 1985). A general observation from most reserves was, that the
diameter and volume curves were not stable in time.

A comparison of Slovenian old-growth forests with Corkova Uvala in Croatia
revealed a strong decrease of the silver fir curve in Slovenia along all the diameter
distribution, with peaks in the lowest and largest diameters. If we add to this also the
almost absent regeneration of silver fir in Slovenia, than it is obvious that silver fir is
significantly more endangered in Slovenia than Croatia.

The worrying trends of silver fir decline in Slovenian old-growth forests require
a continuation of special management procedures for controlling the roe and red
deer density. The different niche occupation of silver fir and beech within the same
ecosystem call for a individual silvicultural treatment of each species, e.g. different
rotation periods, target diameters, modes of regeneration. Shaded silver fir regene
ration and mature trees of high volume and age allow silver fir to develop the full
competition potential. Still, the tilver fir decline is partially also a natural phenome
non linked to species replacement, therefore more unpredictability and flexibility
should be integrated in the silvicultural systems.
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DUGOROCNE PROMJENE U SASTAVU VRSTA DRVECA
DINARSKIH BUKOVO-JELOVIH PRASUMA

SAZETAK

Uzastopne inventure dinarskih bukovo-jelovih suma tijekom proslog stoljeca su
pokazale promjene u njihovoj strukturi. Te su spoznaje vazne za razumijevanje pro-
cesa pomladivanja u prasumama i gospodarenje sumama. Ipak, nijedna studija nije
usporedivala nizove podataka iz nekoliko prasuma. Analizirali smo podatke o drvnoj
zalihi iz 31 inventure u sedam prasuma koje se prostiru od sjeverozapadnih Dinarida
u Sloveniji do njihova sredisnjeg dijela u Hrvatskoj. U svim je sumama ustanovlje-
no smanjenje udjela obicne jele u drvnoj zalihi. Smanjenje udjela jele je razlicito
medu pojedinim prasumama. Ukupna drvna zaiiha u vecini prasuma ne pokazuje
ocekivane promjene s obzirom na odumiranje jele. Distribucija prsnih promjera u
pet odabranih prasuma bliza je obrnuto sigmoidalnoj nego negativno eksponencijal-
noj funkciji, unatoc relativno velikom podrucju uzorkovanja. Distribucije volumena
po debljinskim stupnjevima pokazuju kako bukva i jela zauzimaju razlicite nise unu-
tar ekosustava. Bukva je vise zastupljenija u nizim debljinskim stupnjevima, dok jela
kompenzira taj prostor u visim debljinskim stupnjevima i visinama. Obje krivulje za
sve istrazivane rezervate pokazuju nestabilnost u vremenu. Najjasniji i zabrinjavajuci
trend u Sloveniji je opadanje udjela jele unutar citavog opsega distribucije prsnih
promjera, s najvisom tockom u nizim i visim stupnjevima. Osim to^a, pomlatka jele
iznad 20 cm visine nema zbog visoke gustoce populacije divljaci. Corkova uvala u
odnosu na sve ostale istrazivane prasume cini se najuravnotezenijom s obzirom na
analizirane parametre. Rezultati pokazuju generalni istovremeni trend zamjene jele
obicnom bukvom na vecoj geografskoj razdiobi. U radu su prikazani moguci razlozi
tih promjena te su date preporuke za uzgajanje bukovo-jelovih suma.

Kljucne rijeci: prasuma, bukovo-jelove suma, distribucija prsnih promjera, drvna
zaiiha, sastojinski oblik, izmjena vrsta drveca, dugorocne izmje-
re.
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The research was carried out in two typical Dinaric beech-fir [Otnphalodo-
Fagetum Marincek et al. 1992) virgin forests: Corkova Uvala (Croatia) and Rajhe-
navski Rog (Slovenia). Growing under similar habitat conditions, both virgin fore
sts stretch across a range of between 740 m and 1030 m above the sea level, upon
a typical karst relief, the geological parent rock of chalk, at an average yearly air
temperature of 6®C - 8®C, and with a yearly precipitation ranging between 1600
mm and 2000 mm. Twelve canopy gaps were taken as samples in both forests.
Upon the rectangular 5m x 5m square nets laid in each gap quantitative and qua
litative properties of the seedlings and the relative vegetation cover of the ground
vegetation species were measured. For light analysis, hemispheric photography
was taken of each plot.. In Rajhenavski Rog we established extremely poor rege
neration of the silver fir, while the common beech regenerated considerably better
when compared to the virgin forest of (Sorkova Uvala. There were considerable
differences between the two virgin forests in terms of the areas of canopy gaps and
the levels of diffuse and direct radiation. The very poor regeneration of the fir in
Rajhenavski Rog is the consequence of excessive number of game, as compared
to the Corkova Uvala virgin forest. The much better regeneration of the beech in
Rajhenavski Rog is caused by the higher level of light upon the larger areas of the
canopy gaps, which is the result of the fir dieback.

Key words: canopy gap, natural regeneration, diffuse and direct light, Dinaric
virgin forests, Fagus sylvatica L., Abies alba Mill.
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INTRODUCTION

UVOD

The stability of forest ecosystems depends on the interaction of abiotic and
biotic factors, that either directly or indirectly affect the morphology and dynamics
of stands (Kimmins, 2004; Franklin, 2002; Frelich, 2003). The abiotic and biotic
factors in forest ecosystems cause various disturbances. Thus, the wind, fungi, and
insects through interaction cause the fall of a dead standing tree, initiating the for
mation of canopy gaps. These openings are considered as basic initiators of virgin
forest dynamics in the European moderate zone (Diaci et al., 2003; Korpel 1989;
Nagel et al, 2006). The newly formed openings are the places where the natural
regeneration of a forest stand begins (Watt, 1923). It is there where the dynamic
process of forest stand regeneration takes place (Watt, 1923). The size of the canopy
gap changes the ecological conditions that define the occurrence of the species and
the density of the seedlings. The new growth within the canopy gaps depends on
a number of factors such as the interracial and introracial competition, mortality,
game, pests and diseases. They are responsible for the development and survival of
the seedlings (Kimmins, 2004).

The research was carried out in the canopy openings of the Dinaric beech-fir
virgin forests {Omphalodo-Fagetum Marincek et al. 1992.). Beech-fir forests are the
most significant forest ecosystems of the Dinaric mountain massif in southeastern
Europe. These forests have a preserved stand structure and they regenerate naturally.
The permanent natural regeneration secures their stability and sustainability. In the
last several decades, the Dinaric beech-fir forest ecosystems have been under the im
pact of a number of unfavourable factors that have affected their stability and sustai
nability. Some of these factors are climatic changes, soil acidification, re-introduc
tion of herbivores, harmful insects, economic errors, etc. Consequently, significant
changes in the beech-fir mixture ratio and continuous absence of fir regeneration
have taken place (Diaci et al, 2007; Boncina et al, 2003; Rozenbergar, 2000, Matic
et al, 1996). The beech-fir virgin forest ecosystems can also be directly affected by
harmful factors. However, these can serve as a direct example of natural forest stand
dynamics under such conditions. The aim of this research is to compare the proper
ties of the seedlings in the canopy gaps of the beech-fir virgin forests, in relation to
the light and habitat conditions.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

MATERIJALIMETODE RADA

The research was carried out in the virgin forests of Corkova Uvala (Croatia)
and Rajhenavski Rog (Slovenia). Growing under similar habitat conditions (Table 1),
both stands are considered as typical examples of the Dinaric beech-fir virgin forests
{Omphalodo-Fagetum Marincek et al. 1992.).
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Table 1. Characteristics of the studied sites and stands

Tablica 1. Znalajke istrazivanih stanista i sastojina

Corkova uvala Rajhenavski rog

Location / Lokacija 44°55'N/15°32'E 45°66'N/15°01'E

Area (ha) / PovrSina (ha) 80,5 52,1

Level above sea (m) / Nadmorska visina (m) 860- 1030 740 - 880

Average yearly temperature ("C)
Prosjeina godtSnja temperatura CC)

7 6-8

Average yearly precipitation (mm)
Prosjedna godiSnja koliiina oborina (mm)

1600-1700 1500 - 1900

Wood stock (m^/ha) / Drvtta zaliha (m^lha) 671 758

Soil / T/o Brown soil on limestone / Smede tlo na vapnencu

Parent rock / GeoloSka podloga Limestones with dolomite inserts

Vapnenci $ uloScima dolomita

Twelve canopy gaps were chosen for the research. Five of them were in the virgin
forest of Corkova Uvala, while seven gaps were in the virgin forest of Rejhenavsld
Rog. The margins of the gaps formed by the canopy rims of the surrounding trees
were measured with GPS devices. These gaps appeared some ten years ago. They are
covered by 3 m-high-seedlings. Regular 5m x 5m square networks are laid over the
gaps in the direction north - south. Over the network intersections there are 1.5m x
1.5m test plots. On an area of 2.25 m^of each plot a relative coverage ((±1 %)) of
seedlings, ground vegetation, leaf litter, rock, dead wood, naked soil and moss has
been estimated. The density of the saplings and seedlings of the woody species ac
cording to the following height classes was measured: sapling/seedlings up to 50cm,
and over 51 cm. Besides the number of the seedlings, the damage caused by the game
was estimated (1 - damaged; 0 - undamaged). Upon each plot, at a height of 1.30
m above the ground, hemispheric photography was taken using Nikon 995 digital
camera and calibrated hemispheric lenses for the purpose of calculating the relative
amount of average yearly quantity of direct (FDIR%) and diffuse (FDIF%) radia
tion. The hemispheric photography was carried out by the WinSCANOPY 2003b
programme (Regent Instruments inc.). Four separate microhabitat groups were de
fined on the basis of the relation between the diffuse (FDIF%) and direct (FDIR%)
radiations. Within each microhabitat group of both virgin forests, the differences in
regeneration and habitat properties were determined by means of the Kruskal-Wallis
ANOVA test. The differences in light and regeneration density were analysed with
the Mann-Whitney U test (X=0.05). The ground vegetation analysis was carried out
by comparing the Ellenberg eco-indicator indexes (Ellenberg, 1992).
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RESULTS

. REZULTATI

Gap morphology and light
Morfologija progaia i svjetlo

The average area of canopy ̂ aps in the Rajhenavski Rog virgin forest was
640.15±166 m^, while the one in Corkova Uvala was 486.50±91 (Z=-2.2162-
P=0.026678).

B'
o-

a) b)
Figure 1: Ground plan of sampled gaps with a network od experimental plots: a) Rajhevanski Rog,

b) Corkova uvala
Slika 1. Tlocrt uzorkovanih progaia s tnrezoni pokusnlh phha: a) Rajhenavski rog. b) Corkova uvala

The average value of the diffuse radiation (FDIF%) measured in the Rejhenavski
Rog gaps was 10.88%, compared to the respective Corkova Uvala value of 7.23%
(U=47972.50,00; P<0.0000). The average direct radiation (FDIR%) in Rajhena
vski Rog was 8.13%, while the one in Corkova Uvala was 4.88% (U 55263.50: P<
0.0000).
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Figure 2:

Slika 2.
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Average relative values of dffuse (FDIF%) and direct (FDIR%) solar radiation in the gaps of
virgin forests of Rajhenavski Rog (RR) and Corkova Uvala (CU)
Prosjedne relativne vrijednosti difuznog (FDI^o) i direktnog (FDIR%) stm£evogzracenja u
progalama praSuma Rajhenavski rog (RR) i Corkova uvala (CU)
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Regeneration
Pomladivanje

Significant differences in the young growth density according to the defined
height classes (Table 2) were established of all variables except for the total saplings

the saplings of the beech and fir. The average sapling density was 1.98 pcs/m^ in
Corkova Uvala and 1.90 pcs/m^ in Rajhenavski Rog (U=1438.5; P=0.083105).

Table 2. Average density values of seedlings and saplings by tree species in Rajhenavski Rog and
Corkova Uvala; the results of Mann-Whitney U-test for the selected variables

Tablica 2. Frosjecne vrijednosti gustode ponika i pomlatka prenta vrstama drveca u Rajhenavskom rogu i
Corkovoj ttvali; rezultati Mann-Whitney U-testa za odabrane varijable

Variables ■ Varijable
Rajhenavski rog Corkova uvala

U Ppcs/m^ - kontjtn^

Total seedling / Ukiipni ponik 1.90 1.98 1438.50 0.08311

Fagus seedling / Bitkov ponik 0.72 1.10 10879.00 0.11993

Abies seedling / Jehv ponik 1.08 1.35 568.00 0.81051

Sapling, h<50 cm / Pontladak 2.01 0.69 44594.50 0.00000

Fagus sapling, h<50 cm / Btikov potnladak 1.74 0.23 31577.00 0.00000

Abies sapling, h<50 cm /]elov pontladak 0.27 0.46 64838.50 0.00484

Sapling, h>50 cm / Pontladak 2.67 0.50 37321.50 0.00000

Fagus sapling, h>50 cm / Btikov pontladak 2.67 0.33 32289.00 0.00000

Abies sapling, h>50 cm / Jelov potnladak
- 0.17 61117.50 0.00006

The beech sapling density was 1.10 pcs/m^ in Corkova Uvala, and 0.72 pcs/m^^
in Rajhenavski Rog ({U= 10879, P=0,119926). The fir sapling density in Corko
va Uvala was 1.35 pcs/m^, and in Rajhenavski Rog it was 1.08 pcs/m^ (U=568;
P=0.810512)i The average density of the < 50 cm seedlings was 2.01 pcs/m^ in-
Rajhenavski Rog, while the one in Corkova Uvala was 0.69 pcs/m^ (U=44594.50;
P=0.00000). The < 50 cm beech density in Rajhenavski Rog was 1.74 pcs/m^, while
the respective value in Corkova Uvala was 0.23 (U=31577; P=0.00000).

Unlike beech, the average density of the fir up to 50 cm height was 0.46 pcs/m^,
which is twice as big than in Corkova Uvala, while in Rajhenavski Rog it was 0.27
pcs/m^ (U=64838.50; P=0.00006). The average > 50 cm beech density is eight
times higher than in Rajhenavski Rog, i.e. 2.67 pcs/m^, while in Corkova Uvala it is
0.33 pcs/m^ (U-32289; P=0.00000). Unlike the beech, the fir seedlings higher than
50 cm are entirely absent in Rajhenavski Rog, while in Corkova Uvala its density is
0.17 pcs/m2 (U=61117.50; P=0.00006).

Analysis of microsite conditions
Analiza mikrostanisnih prilika

The analysis of the young growth, the ground vegetation, and the quantity of
regeneration according to the defined microhabitat types as to the relation between
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Figure 3: Box&Whisker plot of average density values of beech and fir seedlings [pcs/m^] in the investi
gated gaps of Rajhenavski Rog (RR) and Corkova Uvala (CU) by height class

Slika 3. Box&cWhisker prikaz prosje£nih vrijednosti gustoce pomlatka bukve i jele [kom/m^] u
istrazivanim progalama Rajhenavskog roga fRR) / Corkove uvale (CU) prema visinskim klasama

the diffuse (FDIF%) and direct (FDIR%) radiation has revealed significant differen
ces between all variables except for the beech young growth in Rajhenavski Rog (Ta
ble 3). In Corkova Uvala significant differences were determined only in the relative
soil coverage by ground vegetation.

Table 3 shows the highest frequency of relative young growth coverage in Rajhe
navski Rog in the habitat of type B (high level of diffuse and direct radiation). The fir
saplings in Rajhenavski Rog most frequently occur as type C, which is defined by a
low level of solar radiation. The fir seedlings mostly occur here as type D, under the
conditions of much diffuse radiation and a low level of direct radiation. In Corkova
Uvala, the ground vegetation is the mostly developed as type A, with more direct
and less diffuse radiation.

Analysis of seedling increment and damage
Analiza prirasta i ostecenosti pomlatka

The average height of the beech young growth in Rajhenavski Rog is 140 cm,
while in Corkova Uvala it is 122 cm (U= 15976.50; P=0.000001). The length of
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Table 3. Average values of tested variables with the Kruskal-Wallis test for microsite types determined
with the level of diffuse and direct solar radiation

Tablica 3. Prosjecne vrijednosti testiranih varijabli Kruskal-Wallis testom za tipove mikrostaniita
odredene razinom difuznog / direktnog siincevog zraienja

Microhabitat type according to solar radiation
Tip mikrostanista s obzirom na suncevo zracenje

A B C D

DIF%<Med

>DIR%

DlF%>Med

>D1R%

DIF%<Med

<DIR%

DIF%>Med

<DIR%

Rajhenavski rog (N = 71) (N = 147) (N = 147) (N = 70) p-value

Regeneration / Pomladivanje (%) 63 72 43 48 0.00000

Ground vegetation/PrKemno raUe {%) 17 10 15 13 0.00000

Beech-seedling / Bukov ponik (N/ha) 6385 3447 1935 889 0.00010

Fir-seedling / Jelov ponik G^/ha) 3693 3326 7317 5968 0.00000

Beech / Bukva (N/ha) 43631 61285 59834 64698 0.06200

Fir /Jela (N/ha) 2128 2147 3296 5206 0.00010

Corkova uvala (N = 81) (N = 88) (N = 87) (N = 82) p-value

Regeneration / Pomladivanje (%) 21 24 16 17 0.80120

Ground vegetation / Prizemno raSce (%) 46 40 37 31 0.00670

Beech-seedling / Bukov ponik (N/ha) 1481 1162 4138 1355 0.58130

Fir-seedling/ Jelov ponik (N/ha) 4444 4394 4342 5908 0.78350

Beech / Bukva (N/ha) 6584 5707 6079 3957 0.08670

Fit/Jela (N/ha) 5322 7677 5977 6179 0.72600
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Figure 4: Relationship of direct (FDIF%) and diffuse (FDIF%) average solar radiation in the gaps of
Rajhenavski Rog. Full lines indicate median values for both components. A, B, C and D are
defined microsite types with regard to the median value of particular components of solar
radiation.

Slika 4. Odnos tztnedu direktnog (FDIF%) i difuznog fFD/F%^ prosjednog sun^evog zradenja u proga-
lama Rajheruivskog Roga. Pune linije predstavljaju vrijednosti mediane za obje komponente. A,
B,CiD definirani tipovi mikrostanista obzirom na medianu vrijednosti pojedine komponente
sunievog zraSenja.
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the top shoot is 16.87 cm in Rajhenavski Rog, and in Corkova Uvala it is 12.32 cm
{U=15262; P==000001). In Corkova Uvala, the average height of the fir is 74 cm,
with the length of the terminal shoot of 5.61 cm. In Rajhenavski Rog, no fir higher
than 50 cm was measured. The average damage of the beech seedlings in Rejhena-
vski Rog is 26.3%, while in Corkova Uvala the respective value is 13.9% (U=22774;
P=0.0001). The fir damage of 31.8% is also higher in Rajhenavski Rog. In Corkova
Uvala this value is 11.3% (U=9424; P<0.0001).

Analysis of ground vegetation
Analiza prizemnog rasca

The analysis of the floral composition by means of the Ellenberg eco-indicator
values included only the species the relative proportion of which on the plots was
higher than 1% (Table 4). Table 4 shows that Cardamine trifolia has the highest
frequency of 22.44% on the Rajhenavski Rog plots. The percentage of the same spe
cies in Corkova Uvala was 0.28%. In Corkova Uvala, the highest proportion in the
floral composition was that oiRubtts hirtus (43.15%), while in Rajhenavski Rog the
respective value was only 0.4%. The species that grow in Rajhenavski rog at a high
proportion of 91% are represented in Corkova Uvala by only 19%.

The eco-diagram (Figure 5) shows significant deviations between the Ellenberg
indicator values of light and soil acidity. Corkova Uvala shows lower pH values,
while Rajhenavski Rog has a lower level of relative light.

L

6 ▲

♦ Rajhenavski Rog

—■— Corkova uvala

H
Figure 5: Ecodiagram of Ellenberg's indicator values calculated on the basis of relative participation of

the species with cover exceeding 1% in the sample plots, with L (light), T (temperature), C
(continentality), H (humidity), pH (acidity), N (nitrogen)
Ekodijagram Ellenbergovih indikatorskih vrijednosti izradunatih na osnovi relativne zastuplje-
nosti vrsta pokrovnosti vece od l%m pokitsnim plohamagdfe su: L (svjethst), T (temperatu-
ra), C (kontinentalnost), H (vlaga), ph (kiselost), N (dusik)

Slika 5.
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Table 4. Species from the layer of ground vegetation with relative cover exceeding 1% in sample
plots. Ellenberg's indicator values: L (light), T (temperature), C (continentality), H (humi
dity), pH (acidity), N (nitrogen). PER - relative frequency in sample plots, x - no indicator
value exists for a given element. AVERAGE** - average of Ellenberg's indicator values multi
plied by the percentage participation of a given species in sample plots.

Tablica 4. Vrste tz sloja prizemtiog ralca s relativnom pokrovnoscu vecom od 1% na pokusnim plohama.
Ellenbergove indikatorske vrijednosti: L (svjetlost), T (temperatura), C (kontinentalnost),
H (vlaga), ph (kisehst), N (duSik). PER - relatiima uSestalost na poktisnim plohama, x-ne
postoji indikatorska vrijednost za odredeni element. AVERAGE** - prosjek EUenbergovih
indikatorskih vrijednosti pomnozen postotnim u£eS6em odredene vrste na pokusnim plohama.

Species list
Vrsta

Ellenberg indicator values
Ellenbergov koeftdjent

Rajhenavski Rog Corkova uvala

L T C H pH N PER PER

Rosa arvensis 5 5 2 5 7 5 1.68% -

Senecio fuchsii 7 X 4 5 X 8 1.71% 0.19%

Lamiastrum galeobdolon 2 4 5 5 7 5 1.98% 0.07%

Anemone nemorosa x X 4 X 5 X 2.03% 0.02%

Brachypodium sylvaticum 4 5 5 5 6 6 6.26% 0.03%

Sanicula europaea 4 5 5 5 8 6 9.40% 0.01%

Galium odoratum 2 5 4 5 X 5 12.94% 4.76%

Oxalis acetosella 1 X 4 6 X 7 15.67% 13.95%

Cardamine trifolia 3 4 4 5 8 6 22.44% 0.28%

Omphalodes verna 4 6 6 5 7 0 14.20% -

Daphne mezereum 4 X 4 5 7 5 2.44% 0.23%

AVERAGE** 3 4 4 5 5 5 90.75% 19.54%

Geranium robertianum 4 6 5 4 5 5 - 1.33%

Athyrium filix-foemina 3 4 4 5 0 5 0.15% 2.92%

Galium odoratum 2 5 4 5 X 5 12.94% 4.76%

Rhamnus fallax 6 4 5 4 8 3 - 5.38%

Sambucus nigra 7 5 4 5 X 9 - 6.36%

Dryopteris filix-mas 3 X 5 5 5 6 0.34% 13.86%

Oxalis acetosella 1 X 4 6 X 7 15.67% 13.95%

Rubus hirtus 7 4 3 5 4 4 0.64% 43.15%

AVERAGE** 5 3 4 5 3 5 29.74% 91.71%

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

RASPRAVA SA ZAKLJUCCIMA

The canopy gaps in the Rajhenavski Reg virgin forest have a more complex sha
pe and a bigger average area than the ones in Corkova Uvala. The reasons for this
may be connected with a rather intensive fir dieback in Rajhenavski Rog at the end
of the last century (Boncina et al., 2002). The bigger gap areas are related to higher
levels of light, which accounts for the five times higher density of the beech young
growth in Rajhenavski Rog than in Corkova Uvala. On the other hand, the fir young
growth density in Corkova Uvala (0.63 pcs/m^) is twice as high as in Rajhenavski
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Rog (0.27 pcs/m^). Such a small number of fir saplings are insufficient for a normal
inflow of the fir young growth into the stands Qarni et al., 2005). In addition, in
Rajhenavski Rog any fir higher than 50 cm has not been recorded, while in Corkova
Uvala their number is 0.17 (pcs/m^). A high density of herbivores in Slovenia explains
the deficit of the fir in higher height classes in Rajhenavski Rog. The research on the
young growth damage established twice as big beech damage, and three times as big
fir damage in Rajhenavski Rog than in Corkova Uvala. The population density of
the doe in Rajhenavski Rog is 0.9 pcs/100 ha (Jerina, 2006), while in Corkova Uvala
the respective value is 0.8 pcs/ha (Anonymous, 2007). The population of the deer in
Rajhenavski Rog is 6.6 pcs/ha, which is thirty times more than in Corkova uvala (0.2
pcs/100 ha). In Corkova Uvala a normal density of 1 piece/100 ha of the herbivore
population was estimeted (Meyera (1977). According to Senn (2003), silver fir is the
species most damaged by game in south and south-east Europe. We consider the high
number of herbivores as the reason of the poor inflow of the silver fir into the higher
height classes, which resulted in the break of the most important link in the circle of
natural regeneration in the virgin forest of Rajhenavski Rog. In future, this may lead
to serious changes in the structure and shape of these virgin forests.

The microhabitat analysis defined by the proportion of the diffuse and direct
light established a higher occurrence of fir saplings under the conditions of low ra
diation of diffuse and direct light. This is the microhabitat type C (Table 3), which
is the commonest type under the stand canopy. The young growth of the silver fir
in Rajhenavski Rog appears within an ecological niche, with plenty of direct light
(microhabitat type D). As a rule, this coincides with the area under the canopy, on
the northern sides of the gaps. Diaci 2002, Grassi et al., 2004, and Stancioniu and
O'Hara 2006 achieved similar results with the fir young growth. In Corkova Uvala
no significant difference was established between the occurrence of fir and beech
in the defined microhabitat types. The beech saplings grow in the conditions of
high diffuse radiation (microhabitat type A), which as a rule coincides with the gap
itself. The proportion of older beech young growth in all microhabitat types can be
explained by the relative sciophilous character of the species and the possibility of
polycyclic growth (Collet et al, 2001).

The analysis of the ground vegetation established the differences of the acidity
in the top layer of the soil and the differences of light levels. According to Ellenberg
eco-indicator indexes, the pH value in Corkova Uvala is lower than in Rajhenavski
Rog. Baksic et al. (2007) established a low pH value in the beech-fir forest in Corko
va Uvala. According to Matic (1983), the lower pH values stimulate forest regene
ration. The comparison of the average values of eco-indicator indexes was used to
establish the differences in the light quantity and the pH level.

The conclusion is that natural regeneration is the most significant segment of
sustainability and stability of any forest ecosystem. A continuous regeneration pro
cess ensures the permanent continuity of benefits offered by the forest ecosystems
through economic and non-commercial functions. A successful natural regeneration
of the beech and fir is a very complex process depending on a number of ecological
factors, primarily on the light. The impact of one among the exogenous factors, in
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this case the excessive number of herbivores, is essential for successive regeneration
of the silver fir, particularly when it comes to virgin forest stands in protected nature
areas, where there are no classical forms of ecosystem management.

The paper also presents the ecological niches in terms of light, in which beech
and fir grow. Further research should be extended to other beech-fir virgin forests
and management forests, particularly for the research on other ecological factors, in
order to describe the regeneration variability as thoroughly as possible. In this way
we could collect the data on the mechanism of natural regeneration, to be used in
sustainable management and the preservation of these forest ecosystems.
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ZNACAJKE POMLADIVANJA U PROGALAMA DINARSKIH
BUKOVO-JELOVIH PRASUMA

SAZETAK

Istrazivanje je obavljeno u dvije tipicne dinarske bukovo-jelove {Omphalodo-
Fagetum Marincek et al. 1992.) prasume: Corkova uvala (Hrvatska) i Rajhenavski
rog (Slovenija). Obje prasume pridolaze u slicnim stanisnim prilikama. Prostiru se
u rasponu nadmorskih visina 740 - 1030 m, na tipicnom krskom reljefu, geoloskoj
podlozi vapnenca, uz prosjecnu godisnju temperaturu zraka od 6 - 8 ®C i oborine
u rasponu 1600 - 2000 mm/god. U obje prasume uzorkovano je 12 progala. Unu-
tar svake progale postavljena je pravokutna kvadratna mreza dimenzija 5 x 5 m.
Na mrezi su mjerene i analizirane kvantitativne i kvalitativne osobine pomlatka te
relativna pokrovnost vrsta prizemnog rasca. Na svakoj plohi snimana je hemisferna
fotografija u svrhu analize svjetla. U prasumi Rajhenavski rog ustanovljeno je izrazito
slabo pomladivanje obicne jele i znakovito bolje pomladivanje obicne bukve u uspo-
redbi s prasumom Corkova uvala. Ustanovljene su znacajne razlike u povrsinama
progala i razinama difuznog i direktnog zracenja izmedu dvije prasume. Izrazito
slabo pomladivanje jele u Rajhenavskom rogu posljedica je prekobrojnog stanja
divljaci u usporedbi sa prasumom Corkova uvala. Znakovito bolje pomladivanje
obicne bukve u Rajhenavskom rogu posljedica je vece razine svjetla prouzrokovane
relativno vecom povrsinom progala prouzrokovanom odumiranjem jele.

Kljucne rijeci: progala, prirodno pomladivanje, difuzno i direktno svjetlo, dinar
ske prasume, Fagus sylvatica L., Abies alba Mill.
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Small-scale endogenous disturbances are the most frequent type of distur
bance in the dinaric silver fir-beech old-growth forests in the high karst region.
However, periodic intermediate- or large-scale exogenous disturbances also oc
cur. In the silver fir-beech old-growth forest remnant Pecka, one such interme
diate windthrow event occurred in 1983.

In order to examine gap characteristics and gap closure by regeneration,
we analysed 3 medium-sized and 1 large-sized gap, which formed during the
windthrow in 1983. Within each gap, we inventoried gap-edge canopy trees and
regenerarion in height class layers of 0,1-2,5 m, 2,6-5 m, 5,1-10 m, 10,1-15 m
and 15,1-20 m.

The analysed windthrow gaps were being closed in several phases and
by different generations of regeneration. In medium-sized gaps, regeneration
between 5 and 15 m was dominant, while in the large-sized gap pole stage rege
neration between 2,6 and 5 m, which established soon after the windthrow, was
dominant. The tree species composition was exclusively beech {^agus sylvattca
L.). Other tree species, such as silver fir {Abies alba L.), maple {^cer pseudopia-
tanus L.), wych elm {Vlmus glabra Huds.) and norway spruce {Picea abies (L.)
H.Karst) were present, but occured very infrequently.

Gap formation caused an influx of light, which resulted in lateral growth of
the crown of the gap-surrounding trees, followed by a height growth response of
the advanced regenerarion that established prior to gap formation, and last by the
formation of new regeneration. Advanced regeneration plays a very important
role in closing the gaps. The development dynamics of the gaps caused great hete-
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rogenity and variety of the stands. Finally, strong competition from beech preven
ted the development of light dependent tree species, even in larger-sized gaps.

Key words: old-growth forest/windthrow/gaps/regeneration

INTRODUCTION

UVOD

Wind disturbance plays an important role in old-growth forest structure and
regeneration dynamics in many forest ecosystems. In temperate forests worldwide,
many research studies have focused on large, catastrophic windthrows, such as tor
nados and hurricanes (Peterson and Pickett 1995; Foster et al. 1998; McNab et al.
2004), and on small canopy gaps, formed by death of individual trees or small group
of trees (Runkle 1982; Boncina and Diaci 1998; Ziebig et al. 2005). However, few
studies have examined the effects of intermediate wind disturbance on forests, es
pecially on old-growth forests (Greenberg and McNab 1998; Canham et al. 2001;
Woods 2004; Nagel and Diaci 2005; Nagel et al. 2006).

In Central Europe, strong winds associated with severe local thunderstorms are
quite common (Schelhaas et al. 2003), and suggests an important potential role of
intermediate wind disturbance in forest dynamics. This type of disturbance can crea
te gaps ranging in size from single-tree gaps to several hectare multi-tree openings
(Greenberg and McNab 1998), resulting in a fine to coarse grained mosaic of canopy
damage in a matrix of undisturbed forest (Boncina 2000; Nagel et al. 2006). Larger
openings in the stand canopy increase influx of light to the understory, which may
play an important role in maintaining shade intolerant tree species in the stand spe
cies composition (Peterson and Pickett 1995; Diaci 2006).

The main goal of our research was to examine the response of woody vegetation
in intermediate openings formed during a windthrow in 1983. We examined the fol
lowing hypotheses: 1) The gaps are closing by different generations of regeneration;
2) The highest portion of regeneration has the regeneration stratum up to 2,5 m in
height, while higher stratums of regeneration represent advanced regeneration; 3)
The portion of light dependent tree species in windthrow gaps will be higher than
in the rest of the stand.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

MATERIJALI METODE

Study area
Podrucje istrazivanja

We conducted our study in the Pecka forest reserve, a 60,20 ha old-growth
stand, which is located on a high karst plateau (795-910 m a.s.l.) on the northea
stern edge of the Kocevski Rog region, southern Slovenia. The micro-topography is
very diverse and rocky. Calcareous brown soils and rendzinas were developed from
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the limestone parent material which dominates the region (Turk et al. 1985). The
mean annual temperature in the region is 8,3°C with a mean annual precipitation of
around 1500 mm.

The Pecka forest reserve is a typical representative of the Dinaric Silver Fir
{Abies alba Mill.) - European beech {Fagus sylvatica L.) forest type. The dominant
forest association is Omphalodo-Fagetum (Tregubov 1957) Marincek et al. 1992,
with many different subassociations. The stands are dominated by beech (81 %) and
fir (19 %); Norway spruce {Ficea abies Karst.), maple {Acer pseudoplatanus L.), elm
{Ulmus glabra Huds.) and wild cherry {Prunus avium L.) occur very infrequently. In
2003 the growing stock of living trees above 10 cm in dbh was 698 m^ ha"^ with only
16 % of fir, since the portion of fir in Pecka and also in the entire country of Slovenia
has been declining rapidly over the second half of the 20th century (Turk et al. 1985;
Rozenbergar 2000; Nagel et al. 2006).

The optimal phase of old-growth forest was dominant in 1980, covering 82 %
of the area, while the initial phase occupied 10 %, and the terminal phase 8 % (Turk
et al. 1985).

During the summer of 1983 a severe thunderstorm damaged canopy trees in
an area of 11,74 ha. 322 canopy trees was uprooted or snapped, which represented
2,7 % of the growing stock of forest reserve (Turk et al. 1985). The wind caused
many small sized and some intermediate and larger gaps, which initiated a strong
regeneration response.

Field sampling
Rad na terenu

A detailed inventory and map of all windthrown trees were made immediately
after the storm (Mlinsek and Tarman 1984). We examined 3 medium-sized win-
dthrow-gaps (gaps 1,9 and 11) and 1 larger windthrow-gap (gap 4). For comparison
purposes, we also analysed 3 medium-sized gaps outside the areas affected by the
windthrow (gaps Nl, N2, N3). These non-windthrow gaps were chosen in the way
that there was no evidence of exogenic disturbance agents, so that the origin of the
gap was obviously endogenic, like slow death of individual trees.

We analysed each gap by measuring gap-edge canopy trees, which had to be at
least 20 m tall and/or at least 25 cm in diameter at breast height. For each tree we
recorded the species, dbh, height, height of branchless trunk, and mapped the tree
location and crown projection. These measurements allowed us to define both the
»expanded« and »canopy gap« (see Runkle 1982). The expanded gap is bounded
by the polygon which links together the central points of edge-gap trees, while the
canopy gap is the area defined by the tree-crowns inside the expanded gap.

Regeneration within the windthrow gaps was analysed by inventorying individ
uals in different height class layers. According to two independent studies (Mlinsek
1967; Nagel et al. 2006), we assumed that the beech regeneration grew between
7,1 and 16,7 cm in height per year, and averaged between 10 and 12 cm (10,05 cm
according to Mlinsek 1967; 11,9 cm according to Nagel et al. 2006). Based on this
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Figure 1: Scheme of examined windthrow gaps positions and the position of old-growth forest rem
nant Pecka

Slika 1. Shema pohzaja istrazivamh progala i praiumskog rezervata Pe£ka

data, we assumed that regeneration higher than 2,5 m could be advanced regenera
tion, but if it was higher than 4 m, it was undoubtedly advanced regeneration (Nagel
et al. 2006). The gap was assumed to be filled when the upper layer of regeneration
was higher than 20 m. Accordingly, we created five height class layers of regenera
tion (HCL):

height class layer HCL 1
height class layer HCL 2
height class layer HCL 3
height class layer HCL 4
height class layer HCL 5

0,1 - 2,5 m
2,6-5 m
5,1-10 m

10,1-15 m
15,1-20 m

We classified different patches of regeneration into height class layers defined
by the height of saplings in the upper story. On each patch of regeneration we esta
blished one sample plot (dimensioned as »upper border of height class in [m] X Vi of
upper border of height class of the patch in [m]«) to estimate the density and share
of cover area of each tree species.

GIS and statistical analysis
CIS i statisticka analiza

We used CartalLinks, Idrisi 32 and ArcView/GIS 3.2 software to create sketches
of gaps and to analyse gap characteristics. For statistical analysis we used descriptive
statistics and non-parametric tests (Kruskal-Wallis test, Mann-Whitney test).
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RESULTS

REZULTATI

Characteristics of gaps and regeneration
Znacajke progala i pomladivanja

Expanded gaps of medium-sized windthrow gaps measured from 2052 to 3778
m^, and averaged 293 8 m^, while the canopy gap versus expanded gap ratio was only
0,28 in the average, respectively. For the large-sized windthrow-gap, the expanded
gap measured 5059 m^ and its canopy gap 2817 m^ (the ratio of 0,56) (Table 1).

The dominant species among gap-edge canopy trees was beech, with an average
portion of 84 %, whereas the portion of fir was only 16 %. The low portion of fir
corresponds to the fact that fir's portion in the growing stock has been declining
during the second half of the 20th century (Gaspersic 1972; Turk et al. 1985; Ro-
zenbergar 2000).

The analysis of the windthrow-gap regeneration showed that the layer from 5
to 10 m in height prevails in the medium-sized gaps, while in the large-sized gap
regeneration from 2,5 up to 5 m was dominant (Table 1).

Table 1. Characteristics of windthrow-gaps and the areas of height class layers (HCL) [m^]
Tablica 1. ZnaSajke progala i pomlatka po visinskitn klasatna (HCL) [m^]

Medium-sized windthrow gaps
Progale srednje velicine

Large-sized gap
Velika prog.

Gap 1
Prog. 1

Gap 9
Prog. 9

Gap 11
Prog. 11

Mean

Sredina

Gaps
Progale

Expanded gap [m^] -
Povrsina progale s rubnttn
pojasom [tn^]

2984 3778 2052 2938 5059

Canopy gap [m^] -
Poiniim progale [m^]

1305 635 504 815 2817

(Canopy gap/Exp. gap)
ratio - odnos pov. progale/
pov. progale s rub. pojasom

0.44 0.17 0.25 0.28 0.56

Gap makers[n] 6 6 6 6 24

Number of gap-edge trees
[n] - Broj granicnih stabala
oko progale [«]

48 63 36 49 93

Regeneration [m^]
Pomladivanje [m^]

HCL 1- 0,1-2,5 m 545 1228 357 710 1758

HCL 2-2,6-5,0 m 146 215 508 290 4388

HCL 3-5,1-10,0 m 265 2477 1121 1288 1678

HCL 4-10,1-15,0 m 1722 451 596 923 189

HCL 5-15,1-20,0 m 0 56 16 24 0

The results do not confirm our hypothesis that the highest portion of regene
ration will be in the height class layer up to 2,5 m. There was a surprisingly large
area covered by regeneration of the 3rd and 4th height class layer in the medium-
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Slika 2. Udjel mladoga naraStaja po visinskim klasama s obzirom m velicinu i postanak progale

sized gaps and of the 3rd height class layer in the large-sized gap. Regeneration of
these height classes represents a generation of advanced regeneration which was
established prior to the windthrow in 1983.

The Box-and-Whisker plot in Figure 3 shows that regeneration of 5,1 to 10 m in
height created the largest patches. If we consider that new regeneration established
after the windthrow could grow at most 3,5 m in height (Nagel et al. 2006), this
result confirms the importance of advanced regeneration in closing of the gaps.
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The Kruskal-Wallis non-parametric test of differences in patch sizes between
HCL did not show significant results (p=0,095). In a posterior analysis the Mann
- Whitney non-parametric u-test of differences between two independent samples
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showed that there are statistically significant differences in size of regeneration
patches between 15 and 20 m in height (HCL 5) and patches of other regeneration
height class layers (HCL 1-HCL 5 - p=0,004, HCL 2-HCL 5 - p=0,018, HCL
3-HCL 5 - p=0,017, HCL 4-HCL 5 - p=0,024). Between other pairs of height
class layers, u-tests did not show any statistically significant differences.

Beech was the dominant species in abundance and in cover within all of the
gaps (Table 2). We found a few individuals of fir in the advanced regeneration layer,
as well as scattered individuals of maple, elm, and spruce. Fir, maple and elm were
severely damaged by herbivores, what makes it impossible for them to grow into the
canopy of the stand (personal observation). The different tree species mixture found
in mature trees surrounding the gaps and in the regeneration (Table 2) points out the
continuation of the process of beech domination in the future.

Table 2. Portion of dominant species in canopy tree layer and in regeneration layers [%]
Tablica 2. Udjel glavnih vrsta drveca u prostoru krosanja i u sloju mladoga naraStaja [%]

Gap 1
Progala 1

Gap 9
Progala 9

Gap 11
Progala 11

Gap 4
Progala 4

Average
Prosjecno

Gap- edge trees
Riibna stabla progale

R sylvatica 69 86- 89 91 84

A. alba 29 14 11 9 16

Regeneration
Pomladak

R sylvatica 100 92 95 100 97

A. alba 0 8 5 0 3

Example of large windthrow gap closure
Primjer zatvaranja sklopa velike progale

The large windthrow gap differed from the rest of the gaps in its size and in its
way of closing the gap. The regeneration between 2,6 and 5 m height (HCL 2) cove
red approximately 4388 m^ which was about 58 % of the regeneration in the gap.
This height class layer was mainly in the central and western parts of the gap (figure
3), which were mostly formed in the windthrow of 1983.

The simultaneous regeneration immediately after the windthrow resulted in a large
scale patch of even-aged regeneration of HCL 2. There was also abundant regeneration
in HCLl (1758 m^ or 22% of all gap regeneration) and HCL 3 (1678 m^ or 21 % of all
gap regeneration). However, there was not much in regeneration of HCL 4 (186 m^) and
none in HCL 5.

The margins of the regeneration patches in each height layer were not clearly
evident. In most cases, there was a continuous transition between patches making
the border hard to define, or patches of taller regeneration were covering lower
regeneration (figures 4 and 5). Where overlap between two patches of regeneration
was present, a small-scale two-layered stand structure occurred. The reason for that
could be a greater influx of light, which resulted in development of new seedlings
under advanced understory regeneration.
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Analysis of non-windthrow gaps and comparison to windthrow gap characteristics
Analiza i usporedba progala nastaiih vjetrolomom s drugim progalama

The analysed non-windthrow gaps were 2,9-fold or for 1768 smaller than
the windthrow gaps, respectively. An average expanded gap of non-windthrow gaps
measured 1170 m^ with a canopy gap of 473 m^.

The portion of young regeneration up to 5 m (HCL 1 and 2) was 27 % higher in
the non-windthrow gaps than in the windthrown gaps (figure 2). The average por
tion of HCL 1 in the non-windthrow gaps was as high as 39 %. The portion of ad
vanced regeneration (HCL 3,4,5) in the non-windthrow gaps was 8,8 % lower than
in the windthrow gaps, respectively. The median patch size of regeneration height
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class layer 3 in the windthrow gaps was 271 greater than in the non-windthrow
gaps (Mann-Whitney u-test: z=l,97, p=0,049), respectively.

The advanced understory regeneration in the windthrow gaps developed faster
and on larger areas than in the non-windthrow gaps due to greater influx of light.
This may also be due to the greater abundance of advanced understory seedlings and
saplings in the area of the forest reserve that was damaged by windthrow.

DISCUSSION

RASPRAVA

The 1983 windthrow in the Pecka forest reserve could be categorized as an
intermediate disturbance in an old-growth forest ecosystem (Greenberg and McNab
1997; Nagel and Diaci 2005). The analysed windthrow gaps areas were larger than
the average area of the old-growth forest-gaps assessed by different authors in Pecka
(Turk et al. 1985; Rozenbergar 2000) and elsewhere (Runkle 1982; Boncina and
Diaci 1998; Konecnik and Zaplotnik 2001; Ziebig et al. 2005; Mocilnikar 2006).
The average gap size in old-growth forests is often reported as smaller than 500 m^
and in some forests even less than 100 m^ (Runkle 1982; Konecnik and Zaplotnik
2001). Greenberg and McNab (1998) suggest that wind disturbance can make larger
gaps than endogenous factors of gap formation.

There are many different mechanisms for closing gaps in mixed conifer-broad-
leaf forests. First, gap-edge trees, especialy beech, respond with the lateral growth of
the crown (Runkle 1982; Ulanova 2000; Kozjek 2005). Beech trees form very asym
metric treetops with the longer axis towards the source of the light influx (Kozjek
2005). Small-size canopy gaps are often closed by such lateral growth of tree-crowns
(Smirnova 1994; Smirnova and Shaposnikov 1997 both in Ulanova 2000; Konecnik
and Zaplotnik 2001). The second phase of gap closure is characterised by the rapid
development of the advanced understory regeneration, if it occurs in the understory
before gap formation. The third phase is characterised by the reaction of the new
ly-established regeneration on the intensified light influx (Runkle 1982; Ulanova
2000).

The regeneration between 2,6 and 10 m prevailed in the analysed windthrow
gaps. Because of the broad interval of the regeneration height we can assume that
there were different generations of seedlings and saplings, from an older advanced
generation of undestory trees to seedlings and saplings that established after the
1983 windthrow. Marinsek (2002) found similar results following a windthrow in a
similar old-growth forest reserve in Slovenia.

The most interesting finding of our analysis was that the advanced regeneration
between 5 and 15 m in height was abundant in all groups of gaps, and it also pre
vailed in the medium-sized windthrow gaps. We can assume this was the advanced
regeneration on the base of assessments by Mlinsek (1967) and Nagel et al. (2006),
who found that beech saplings in Pecka could grow at most 3,5 m in height in 21
years. Mlinsek (1967) recorded an average height increment of 12,8 cm per year of
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understory beech saplings and claimed that the maximum height of beech saplings
was up to 3,2 m. Nagel et al. (2006) found that the average annual height growth
of beech saplings in the windthrow area was 11,9 cm per year and that all sap
lings germinated after the 1983 windthrow were less than 3,5 m in height. Kordis
(1977) similarly established that the maximum height of 20-year old beech saplings
in managed forests on a comparable site was 4,0 m. It is obvious that the role of the
advanced understory regeneration in closing the medium-sized gaps is greater that
it was believed before. The importance of advanced regeneration for canopy gap
closure was also found by Pugashevsky (1992 in Ulanova 2000).

The regeneration in the large windthrow gap germinated approximately at
the same time (quite equal height) and on a larger area (approximately 4300 m^).
The majority of the regeneration was between 3 and 4 m tall. Based on findings
of Nagel et al. (2006) we can assume that the saplings in that regeneration height
layer germinated very soon after the 1983 windthrow or even before and waited
under the canopy for a short period of time. If this regeneration germinated after
the windthrow, the yearly height increment was greater than that found by Nagel et
al. (2006), probably because of the higher light influx (larger canopy gap). Due to
better growing conditions in the large gap, height growth was more similar to beech
saplings in managed forests (Kordis 1977). The large area of an even-aged young
stand confirms the affirmation of Boncina (2000) that the appearance of even-aged
stands in the old-growth forest is the consequence of natural disturbances, such as a
windthrow or ice-breakage.

Our analysis has demonstrated at least three different scenarios of regenera
tion reaction to a canopy opening. In the medium-sized windthrow gaps the ad
vanced undestory regeneration played the main role in closing the gaps through
a fast height-growth reaction to the increased light influx. In the large windthrow
gap the regeneration established immediately after or just prior to the windthrow.
A similar pattern was observed in the non-windthrow medium-sized gaps. It is evi
dent that the gap size and shape (= present disturbance) alone do not define the
process of gap closure. Moreover, the former structure of the forest (e.g. advance
regeneration present or not = past disturbance) is perhaps even more important.
Many generations of advanced regeneration in the medium windthrow gaps suggest
successive openings in the canopy occurred already before the windthrow. The large
windthrow gap was created in a stand of optimal phase, which prevailed over large
areas of the reserve before the 1983 storm (after the map of developmental phases
in Turk et al. 1985). The difference between large windthrow and non-windthrow
gaps was in the amount of yearly height increment and in density of saplings (both
were greater in the large windthrow gap).

The importance of newly-established regeneration in the process of gap closing
was also found by Clinton and Baker (2000). In closing of the small-sized canopy
gaps the lateral growth of gap-edge trees treetops, secondary sprouts and advanced
regeneration are supposed to have the major role (Clinton and Baker 2000). Ulano
va (2000) found that the process of closing canopy openings differs geographically
and by stand type.
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Beech was the dominant species in the regeneration of all gaps and of all height
class layers. Fir, spruce, elm and maple were found only individually and rarely.
Fir as one of the dominant species in the canopy was present only as an advanced
understory sapling or tree or as a seedling up to 0,5 m in height (personal observa
tions). The dominance of beech could be the consequence of a combination of dif
ferent processes: the alternation of tree-species (Gaspersic 1972; Mlinsek 1985), a
declining health condition of fir (Debeljak 1997), and especially severely browsed fir
saplings and seedlings (Robic and Boncina 1990; Diaci et al. 2005; Kozjek 2005).

We expected a higher portion of light demanding tree species (e.g. maple) due
to a greater light influx in the windthrow gaps. However, there were almost no
seedlings or saplings of maple, which were winning the height growth race against
the most competitive tree species on these sites, beech. Runkle (1982) suggests that
a canopy gap of approximately 400 m^ should be enough for the survival of maple.
But according to our results and the findings of Kozjek (2005), maple saplings and
seedlings on sites such as the Pecka old-growth forest need at least 1000 m^ or more.
Furthermore, Kordis (1977) stated that a canopy gap that is large enough allows
light demanding tree species to compete with light non-demanding species (mainly
with beech), due to greater light influx and consequently greater yearly height incre
ment in the first years of their existence.

Intermediate windthrow disturbances play an important role in forest dynamics.
Many studies have suggest that intermediate sized canopy openings formed during
windthrow events are quite common (Greenberg and McNab 1998; Canham et al.
2001; Nagel and Diaci 2005) and that their meaning in regeneration cycles of Cen
tral European forest is much bigger as it was thought in the recent past (Nagel et
al. 2006). Our results are in agreement with these studies, so that further research
examining the role of intermediate disturbance must be carried on in the future.
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UTJECAJ VJETROIZVALA U PRASUMSKOM REZERVATU PECKA
NA ZNACAJKE PROGALAI DINAMIKU POMLADIVANJA

SAZETAK

Najcesci tip poremecaja u dinarskim bukovo-jelovim sumama su endogeni
poremecaji malih razmjera (Mlinsek 1967, Konecnik i Zaplotnik 2001, Ziebig et
al., 2005). Povremeno se dogadaju srednji do veliki egzogeni poremecaji (Boncina
i Diaci 1998, Ulanova 2000). U bukovo-jelovoj prasumi Pecka srednji poremecaj
kojeg je izazvao vjetar (vjetroizvala) dogodio se 1983. godine (Nagel i Diaci 2005).
Kako bi ispitali utjecaj razvojnih faza na pojavljivanje vjetroizvale nacinjena je kom-
parativna analiza digitalizirane karte razvojnih faza i karte vjetroizvaljenih stabala.
Osim toga, analizirane su tri srednje velike i jedna velika progala s ciljem istrazivanja
njihovih karakteristika i razvoja pomlatka unutar njih. U svakoj progali kartirana su
i izmjerena rubna stabla te pomladak prema visinskim klasama: 0,1 - 2,5 m; 2,6 - 5
m; 5,1 -10 m; 10,1 - 15 m i 15,1 - 20 m. Razvojna faza u kojoj je zabiljezen najveci
mortalitet bila je terminalna faza, u ranom i kasnom stadiju. Najmanje utjecana bila
je preborna razvojna faza. Analizirane progale obrasle su s nekoliko razlicitih ge-
neracija pomlatka. U srednje velikim progalama dominira pomladak visina izmedu
5 i 15 m, dok u velikim progalama dominira pomladak izmedu 2,6 i 5 m visine. U
sastavu vrsta drveca prevladava bukva (Fagus sylvatica L.). Druge vrste drveca koje
se pojavljuju su rjede: obicna jela {Abies alba L.), gorski javor {Acer pseudoplatanus
L.), gorski brijest {Vlmus glabra Huds.) i smreka {Picea abies (L.) Karst.). Nastanak
progala prouzrocio je priliv svjetla koje je prouzrocilo bocni rast krosanja rubnih
stabala, pojacani visinski rast predrasta i formiranje nove generacije pomlatka. Pre-
drast ima vaznu ulogu u zatvaranju progale. Razvojna dinamika otvora uzrokuje ve-
liku raznolikost i varijabilnost sastojine. Konacno, jaka kompeticija bukve sprijecava
razvoj heliofilnih vrsta drveca, cak i u velikim otvorima.

Kljucne rijeci: prasuma, poremecaj, progala, razvojne faze, predrast
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The article deals with the results of research involving the condition of the
structure, regeneration processes, features of the young growth, conditions of its
development and survival, crown damage of beech and fir, as well as the possi
bility of applying new methods of monitoring stand development, such as three-
dimensional visualization of the horizontal and vertical stand structure in forests
of protected areas. The results are based on almost decade-long (1998-2007)
monitoring undertaken in a permanent experimental plot in the forest of beech
and fir {Omphahdo-Fagetum Marincek et al. 1992) in Risnjak National Park.

The results of stand structure measurements suggest a disturbed uneven-
aged structure. Fir is practically absent from the lower classes of diameter distri
bution and scarcely represented in the middle classes, thus indicating insufficient
fir recruitment over the last few decades. Fir in the lower part of diameter distri
bution is replaced with beech of low quality, which indicates species alternation.
An over-excessive canopy cover, the absence of canopy layering, and growing
stock accumulated on old, physiologically weak trees imply an inadequate une
ven-aged stand structure. A combination of the above has had an unfavorable
effect on the abundance, quality and survival of young plants. The results also
make the expected normal process of natural regeneration uncertain.

Owing to their role, stability and sustainability, protected forest ecosystems
require a more active approach to protection by enhancing positive natural pro
cesses. The results of this research, combined with past insights reached by a
number of forestry scientists, allow us to conclude that Croatian foresters, ar-
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med with their rich forestry tradition, have sufficient loiowledge and possibili
ties, but also the obligation to help forest ecosystems to permanently fulfill their
role in s stable and sustainable manner.

Key words: National park, uneven-aged stand structure, natural regeneration,
fir, beech

INTRODUCTION

UVOD

Research, whose results are presented in this article, continues on previous re
search into the protected natural values in which forest communities have a domi
nant role. Permanent experimental plots were established for this purpose in the
national parks of Risnjak, Plitvice Lakes, Paklenica, Mljet and Brijuni in 1998. The
natural composition of forests has been profoundly changed by human activities
in most countries of the world. In view of inescapable global changes occurring in
forest ecosystems, compared to other European countries Croatia still represents an
"island" of preserved natural forests with high biological diversity. This is the result
of the rich tradition of Croatian forestry, which has always followed the principles
of natural forest management. The presently popular and generally adopted concept
of sustainable management has been known to the Croatian forestry profession for
as many as 240 years. It should be pointed out that sustainable management has
always formed the basic postulate of Croatian forestry. Adhering to this basic po
stulate (whose roots are found in the first written documents from 1769, the Forest
Law of 1852, and especially in the Law of 1894, where Article 3 explicitly states:
"Municipal forests shall be managed in a sustainable manner"), the main prerequi
site is that, due to their primary role of fulfilling commercial and non-commercial
functions, forest ecosystems must be kept in their optimal condition. One of the
most vital indicators of the optimal condition and naturalness of forests is natural
regeneration. Close-to-nature management based on tending treatments and natural
regeneration improves and enhances the production of both market and non-market
forest values (ecological and social), preserves the optimal natural stand structure
and permanently protects and develops forest soil and sites (Matic 2006). A proper
natural forest (virgin forest) is such a formation of forest vegetation which has deve
loped without any human impacts; in other words, man has neither directly nor in
directly changed its composition nor affected its development. The study of a virgin
forest allows us to understand the causes and consequences of various phenomena
in commercial forests. The best preserved and the most numerous virgin forests in
Croatia are those of beech and fir growing on Dinaric karst. At the level of forest-
management area, uneven-aged forests in the Republic of Croatia extend over 318
875 ha (Forest-Management Area Plan for 2006 - 2015). Uneven-aged forests have
a distinct ecological, economic and social importance. These forests have developed
from a virgin forest structure and have preserved their natural characteristics. Today,
natural regeneration of forests has been seriously endangered by negative ecologi-
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cal changes in forest ecosystems and by subjective management failures. The task
of the forestry profession is to seek and find solutions that will mitigate negative
impacts on forest ecosystems. The task of silviculturalists in commercial forests is to
gear every forest ecosystem towards progressive development which will guarantee
maximal production and yet preserve its stability and natural regeneration. Forest
ecosystems in national parks should be treated according to the adopted principles
of the forestry science, at the same time acknowledging the effects of the natural
structure and their intended role, which dictates management guidelines. Protected
forest ecosystems, including national parks, are important for the development of
basic and applied natural sciences. Their references are vital for the evaluation of
forest management efficiency (Diaci et al, 2006).

Forest development in natural conditions has been studied by a number of fore
stry experts. As many as 70 years ago Professor I. Horvat launched the first systema
tic phytocoenological research of Risnjak. The beginnings of scientific forestry re
search in Croatian virgin forests may be attributed to the study of Corkova Uvala in
Plitvice Lakes National Park, started by Academician Milan .^ic in 1957. With the
goal of monitoring forest development in natural conditions in Plitvice Lakes Natio
nal Park, Cestar and a group of associates established four "forest reserves" covering
1,347 ha: Medvedak (1982), Corkova Uvala-Cudinka (1983), Kik-Visibaba (1984)
and the forest reserve of Rijecica-Javornik (1984). We should draw attention to re
search undertaken by Cestar et al. (1982), who conducted typological investigation
and suggested that the applied management methods did not favor the occurrence of
young growth and of young growth of beech in particular. Hren (1972) studies the
virgin forest of Ramino Korito as a relict-forest of former extensive virgin forests on
Velebit. Prpic (1972) investigates the features of the virgin forest of Corkova Uvala.
Klepac (1984) advocates active forest protection in Plitvice Lakes National Park. In
1994 he proposes ecological forest management and emphasizes that forests should
be allowed to regenerate naturally on a permanent basis. Postenjak and Gradecki
(1994) find that stands of beech and fir in Risnjak National Park are heading towar
ds species conversion and propose adequate interventions.

Research to date (structural features and the abundance and quality of the young
generation) suggests that satisfactory natural regeneration in the studied plots in
the national parks is relatively unlikely (Krejci and Dubravac 2001, Dubravac et al.
2004,205, 2006,2007). The insights gained so far clearly show that, despite the fact
that nature is running its course, its activities do not give grounds for satisfaction.
Passive protection evidently does not yield the expected results.

The goal of this research is to illustrate the structural status, regeneration pro
cesses, the characteristics of the young growth, and the conditions of its develop
ment and survival in view of the internal stand structure in Risnjak National Park. It
will also illustrate the crown damage status and explore the possibility of applying
new methods of monitoring stand development using three-dimensional visualiza
tion of the horizontal and vertical stand structure.
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Research area

Podrucje istrazivanja

During the 1930s, the well known professor of botany I. Horvat, initially alone
and later with his numerous associates, launched a cycle of scientific research on
Risnjak. At his proposal Risnjak was proclaimed a national park on 15 September
1953. His reasons illustrate the basic characteristic of the park: "Natural phenomena
and beauty on Risnjak cohabitate one along the other, whereas in all other places
they are scattered far apart. In addition, Risnjak was spared management impacts in
the past to such a degree that its natural vegetation picture has remained almost un
changed. Even if there are some occasional changes caused by management effects,
the original natural state can be restored relatively quickly" (Horvat, 1953a).

Research was undertaken in a permanent experimental plot established in the
forest community of beech and fir {Omphalodo-Fagetum Marincek et al. 1992) whi
ch, according to Vukelic (1985), is the most dominant forest in the area of Risnjak
National Park. The plot is situated at an altitude of 680 m (Leska Valley) on a geo
logical dolomite substrate. The soil type is rendzina and in the sinkhole it is luvisol.
According to Vrbek and Gasparac (1992), limestone and dolomite rocks prevail in
the Park, whereas the most common soil type is brown soil on limestone and dolo
mite (calcocambisol). The National Park covers a total area of 6,400 ha. The largest
part of the area is forested (6101.5 ha or 95.3 %), while the rest relates to meadows,
mountain clearings and rocks. The highest peak of the Park is situated 1,528 m
above the sea (Veliki Risnjak), and the lowest point is 290 m above the sea (near the
place of Hrvatsko).

METHODS

METODE RADA

A permanent experimental plot of 100 x 100 m was established in 1998 fol
lowing the methodology of Dubravac and Novotna (1992). The experimental plot
is a part of the network of permanent experimental plots set up in Croatian natio
nal parks (Risnjak, Plitvice Lakes, Paklenica, Mljet, and Brijuni) for the purpose of
monitoring forest ecosystems dynamics under conditions of strict nature protection
(Krejci and Dubravac 2001). A sub-plot sized 60 x 60 m was placed within the
plot. Diameters, total heights, stem lengths and spatial distribution (position) of
all the trees thicker than 7.5 cm at breast height were recorded. Horizontal crown
projections (Figure lA) were also recorded on all the trees. The stand structure was
re-measured in 2007.

A laser measurement device LaserAce 300 (Measurements Devices Ltd., Great
Britain) was used to measure the heights of terrain contour lines at the root base
of every tree and at several additional, characteristic terrain points. The obtained
points with the respective x, y and z coordinates were interpolated using the ESRI
ArcMap software package to construct a digital terrain model (Figure IB) of the
experimental plot (Hayakawa et al. 2007). Horizontal crown projections were also
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Figure 1: Map of crown projections on the subplot (A) and 3D model of subplot terrain with superim
posed contour lines, postition of trees and strips for monitoring of regeneration (B)

Slika 1. Horizontalne projekcije kroSanja stabala na podplohi (A) i 3D reljef teretta podplohe s preklo-
pljenim slojmcama, poloiajima stabala i pnigatna na kojima je mjeren pomladak (B)

digitalized in the ArcMap program and maps of soil coverage with crowns in terms
of tree species and stand layers were also produced. The sum of crown projections
by hectare in the absolute and relative amount was calculated, and so were the gaps,
the mean projection and the mean crown diameter.

The structure and abundance of the young growth and the shrub layer in the
sub-plot were recorded in four measurements (1998, 2001, 2003 and 2007) perfor
med in three strips of 2 x 60 m (360 m^). During the 2007 measurement, each strip
was divided into 6 small plots of 2 x 10 m.

Crown damage was assessed using the unique method prescribed by the Interna
tional Co-operative Program on Assessment and Monitoring of Air Pollution Effects
on Forests (ICP Forests). Monitoring was executed in 1998, 2001, 2003 and 2005
and the results were compared with commercial forests at the level of Croatia for
the period 1995 to 2006.

To visualize the experimental plots according to the measured tree and terrain
relief features, a Stand Visualization System and EnVision (USDA Forest Service,
USA) were used, as well as the 3D Max software package.

RESEARCH RESULTS

REZULTATIISTRAZIVANJA

Stand structure

Struktura sastojine

Table 1 presents the basic structural features of the experimental plot (measure
ments in 1998 and 2007). The total wood mass of 614 m^/ha (1998), or 683.50
mVha (2007) is significantly higher than the theoretical one which, according to
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Cestar et al. (1986) amounts to 325.56 m^/ha, and according to Klepac (1961) to
346 mVha. ̂ th regard to diameter degrees involving those of up to 30 cm, from
31 to 50 cm and from 51 cm upwards, this stand has the following percentage
relations: 10% ; 18% : 72% (1998), or 9% : 16% : 75% (2007) in relation to the
theoretical-ideal ones amounting to 20% : 30% : 50%. Fir participates with 32 %
in the species mix (theoretical model is 50%), beech with 66 % (theoretical model is
50%), while other species participate with 2%. The above data clearly show that the
stand does not even remotely have a favorable uneven-aged structure. The growing
stock is predominantly accumulated on a small number of over-mature, physiologi
cally weakened fir trees (Figure 2). Research undertaken in Slovakian virgin forests
(Korpel 1996), as well as the excessive amount of growing stock with a low number
of large fir trees and a high number of thin beech trees confirm the occurrence of
the developmental decomposition stage with the expansion of beech. Postenjak and
Gradecki (1994) arrived at the same results in their study of beech-fir stands in Ris
njak National Park.

Table 1. Basic structural elements of forest stand on experimental plot in 1998 and 2007
Tablica 1. Osnovna stmktuma obiljezja sastojine na pokusttoj plohi 1998. i 2007. godine

Species / Vrsia
1998. 2007.

Difference (2007-1998)
Razlika (2007-1998)

N G V N G V N G V

kom/ha m^ha m^/ha kom/ha mVha m^/ha kom/ha m^/ha m^/ha

Fir / Jela 114 29.88 503.76 111 32.60 549.34 -3 +2.72 +45.58

Beech / Bukva 231 9.47 103.88 230 11.27 127.52 -1 +1.8 +23.65

Other/Os/fl/o 6 0.52 6.36 5 0.52 6.64 -1 +0.01 +0.28

Total / Vkupno 351 39.87 614.00 346 44.40 683.50 -5 +4.53 +69.51
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Tree number distribution in both measurements (1998 and 2007) indicates a
disturbed selection structure and the absence of fir in the thinnest diameter degrees,
as well as the absence of medium-thick trees (Figure 2). As breast diameter increases,
this difference disappears in medium-thick trees (above 55 cm). Above this diameter
there is a surplus of old, over-mature and physiologically weakened trees. The resul
ts show that in the past several decades there has been no fir recruitment from natu
ral regeneration. The consequences are reflected in the natural crop rotation with a
trend of beech expansion, in other words, in tree species alternation. The same has
been confirmed by research of Safar (1954). Thus, the biologically more aggressive
beech in the subordinate layer has filled the space, as seen clearly in the vertical stand
profile (Figure 3A). In Slovenia, Boncina et al. (2003) report a constant decrease in
the participation of thin fir trees both in managed and in virgin forests during the
last ICQ years. A similar process has also been observed in some managed fir-bee
ch forests (Cavlovic 2000, Matic et al. 2001, Janes 2006). The stand layer and its
quality represent a biologically important, possibly the most important part of the
stand, which is of exceptional value for its regeneration, stability, preservation of the
structure and future sustainability.

Jelo SyR Smreka

Spnjce

Stvarni vertikaini profit istrazhrone sastojine TeoretskI stepenicasti sklop preborne sastojine
Actual verticalprofile ofthe reseaxhed stand Teorelical vertical profile of uneven-aged forest stand

Figure 3: Vertical stand profile: A - Actual profile of the studied stand; B - Theoretical (ideal) profile of
uneven-aged forest stand

Slika 3. Vertikaini profil sastojine: A - stvarni prohl istrazivane sastojine; B - teoretski (idealni) profil
preborne sastojine sa stepenastim skolopom

The constructed stand profile (Figure 3A) shows dense canopy (the crowns of
adjacent trees penetrate one another). It is also clear that this is a vertical canopy
form. Namely, due to the disturbed natural structure (the absence of thin and me
dium-thick fir trees in the tree layer), the typical uneven-aged canopy profile is ab
sent (Figure 3B). The crown canopy and its structure represent a distinctly essential
factor for the regulation of ecological conditions (light, precipitation, stand climate,
temperature and humidity, as well as mineralization and humification of the soil
organic matter), and especially the conditions for regeneration, with fir in particular
due to its narrow ecological amplitude.
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The vertical and horizontal crown structure was obtained with a detailed analy
sis of digitalized horizontal tree crown projections in the subplot (Figure lA and
Figure 4). Soil coverage with crowns was found to be 88.5%. The total sum of hori
zontal crown projections is 10 941.21 mVha, of which 3584.55 (32.8 %) refers
to the upper fir layer and 7356.12 or 67.2 % refers to the lower beech layer. The
gap in the forested area amounts to 11.54 %. The average surface of the horizontal
crown projection of fir is 36.01 m^and of common beech it is 33.86 m^, whereas the
mean crown diameter of fir is 6.37 m and that of common beech is 6.25 m.

_J J

I  I Nezastrto-Gop
I "I Krosnjojele-fir crown

Krosn[a ouWe - Beech crown
■■ Krosniabukve ijele-fir one/5eecA aown

I  I Nezoslrto • Gap
I  I JednosIrutarosWost-Oneconopy/oyer

ViseslculazeuAlost-Mu/iip/ocoAopy/ayerj

Figure 4: Canopy cover by tree species (A) and canopy layers (B)
Slika 4. Zastrtost tla krosnjama prema vrstama drveca (A) i prema slojevima sastojhte (B)

The analysis of the canopy cover by tree species (Figure 4A) shows that beech
and fir crowns overlap in 25.0% of the area, beech crowns alone cover 48.9% and
fir crowns cover only 13.2 % of the subplot area. The total canopy cover with beech
crows (independently or overlapping with fir crowns) is as much as 73.9 %. The
absence of the typical uneven-aged canopy profile in the researched stand is also
shown in Figure 4B, where the analysis of the canopy layer is presented according
to stand layers. Only one third of the area (34.3%) is covered with multiple layers,
while a single canopy layer covers 52.8% of the subplot area.

Information on the stand structure (spatial tree distribution, tree dimensions
and especially crown dimensions) can currently be visually presented using one of
the numerous computer programs. The stand structure in this research was visuali
zed in two software packages: EnVision (USDA Forest Service, USA) and 3D Max.
Figure 5 shows stand visualization in the EnVision program. Based on the digital
model of crown projections, the parameters measured in the field (tree height, stem
length, crown length and width) and the constructed base, a three-dimensional pho
to-realistic digital model of the stand was created in the 3D Max software package
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Figure 5: Stand visualization in the program EnVision (USDA Forest Service. USA); A - stand profile
viewed from the north; B - stand profile viewed from the south; C - stand from bird's pers
pective. NE view

Slika S. Vtzualizacija sastojme na pokusnoj plohi tt programu £mV«io« (USDA Forest Service, USA): A
- proftl sastojine sa sjeveme strane; B - profil sastojine s juzne strane; C - izgled sastojme iz
ptidje perspektive sa sjeveroistocne strane

(Figure 6). In constructing the model, account was taken of the spatial distribution
of the trees and the phenotypical crown forms (Dubravac 2005). Both constructed
models give a faithful presentation of basic structural stand problems which have a
negative effect on regeneration processes: over-excessive canopy layer, the absence
of uneven-aged canopy profile and a two-layered stand.

Structure of young growth
Struktura mladoga narastaja

Based on the condition of the structure and the abundance and quality of the
young growth recorded in 4 successive measurements (Table 2), we concluded that
natural regeneration of fir is questionable. Although a significant number of fir indi
viduals amounting to 8,945 trees per hectare were measured in 1998, it is clear that
the majority (as many as 82%) of fir individuals are in the seedling developmental
stage and only 12 % are in the sapling developmental stage. During the second mea
surement a decrease of 19 % was observed in the number of young fir plants. During
the third measurement the number of individuals remained approximately the same,
while the fourth measurement (2007) revealed 4,697 individuals of fir regeneration
per hectare, which is a decrease of 38% in relation to the previous one. It should also
be pointed out that even such a small number of young fir regeneration is threatened
by deer game. The tallest fir individual recorded in the plot was only 8 m tall (Krejci
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LS

Figure 6: Three-dimensional stand
model (3D Max)

Slika 6. Trodimenzionalni model

sastijine {3D Max)

and Dubravac, 2001). Made et al. (1996) detected 5,450 fir seedlings in commercial
beech and fir forests. The reasons for the occurrence of regeneration elements, de
spite the unfavorable uneven-aged structure (the diameter class relationship is 4% :
7% : 89 %, which is similar to ours) are attributed to excessive soil humidity which
plays an important role in an uneven-aged forest. Research by Safar (1954) treats the
role of air humidity and the occurrence of young fir regeneration.

The first measurement undertaken in 1998 registered 11,111 of fir germinants,
while the last measurement in 2007 recorded 18,805 pieces per hectare.

It is clear that fir germinants occur in large numbers but their further survival
and development is threatened. This information testifies to an adequate yield of fir
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seed and its good germination, but also to its disappearance after one year. The dis
appearance of the young growth is attributed to lack of humidity in the soil and air
as a consequence of adverse, primarily structural and ecological conditions (Matic
etal. 1996).

According to research by Mazur (1989), a large number of fir seedlings (one-
year plants) does not play an important role if seedlings that occur abundantly after
mast crop generally die in the first year of life. Dobrowolska (1998) obtained much
better results of natural fir regeneration in Poland. Some research suggests that fir
regenerates much better under the crowns of some tree species that under its own
canopy (Runkle 1981, Dobrowolska 1998). During the first three measurements,
young beech regeneration was constantly increasing. A distinct increase in beech
regeneration from 15,971 (2001) to 41,389 (2003) individuals is the consequence
of ample beech mast in 2001. The fourth measurement revealed a decrease in beech
regeneration by 31% in relation to the previous one. Some of the beeches were over
2.5 m tall, but they were stunted and of low quality, and had an umbrella-like form.
They represent the basis of a future stand which will, apart from other tree species,
also feature an occasional sycamore and rowan.
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Figure 7: Share of fir, beech and shrubs and other tree species in the total number of young plants
during monitoring period

Slika 7. Ukupan broj biljaka mladoga naraStaja te udio bukve, jele, te grmlja i ostalih stablaSica
tijekom godina iztnjere

In view of the above and of the fact that the plot is in the national park, it is il
lusory to expect better natural regeneration of fir in the future. How much time will
elapse until this takes place? The reasons lie in a set of interacting factors, and espe-
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Table 2. Structure of young growth of fir, beech, other tree species and shrubs by height classes
Tablica 2. Struktura mladog tiaraStaja po vrstama drveda i vtsinskim klasanta igustoda grmlja

Height age class
cm

Measurement 1998

Izmjera 1998.
Measurement 2001

Izmjera 2001.
Measurement 2003

Izmjera 2003.
Measurement 2007

Izmjera 2007.

Vtsinsko-starosni

razred

Fir

Jela
Beech

Bukva

Tree s.

O.stabl.

Bushes

Grmlje
Fir

Jela
Beech

Bukva

Tree s.

0.stabl.

Bushes

Grmlje
Fir

Jela
Beech

Bukva

Tree s.

0.stabl.
Bushes

Grmlje
Fir

Jela
Beech

Bukva

Tree s.

O.stabl.

Bushes

Grmlje
cm Number of plants per ha - Broj biljaka po ha

<30

1-year old
Jednog.

7306 83 7056 556 3805 1333 1778 1083 2944 305 278 1528 56 861 444

Older

Ytdegod. 1639 3833 9333 2833 3416 14638 16805 2805 4667 41389 16861 3444 3167 28603 9611 2028

Total <30

Ukupno <30 8945 3916 16389 3389 7221 15971 18583 3888 7611 41389 17166 3722 4695 28659 10472 2472

31-60 1194 139 2361 1749 1306 2278 1083 1833 2056 1694 2417 1444

61-130 417 28 1333 333 56 1194 589 167 1139 1056 528 1028

131-150 28 167 167 56 28 194 222 222

151-200 83 56 167 83 83 139

201-250 139 139 55 167

>250 361 28 361 500 28 333 28

Total

Sveukupno
8945 6138 16584 7083 7221 18776 19945 7527 7611 43839 19194 7222 4695 32214 13445 5305
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daily in the disturbed uneven-aged structure, distinctly dense canopy in the lower
beech layer, excessive presence of herbivores which browse on young fir growth and
disturb the stability of forest ecosystems {Krejci and Dubravac 2001), as well as in
climatic changes (droughts).

The percentage share of fir in the total number of young plants is constantly
falling and so is the number of shrubs and other trees. The share of fir decreased
from 23.4 % to 8.5 %, of shrubs and other trees from 60.5 % to 33.3 %, whereas
the share of beech went up from the initial 16.1 % in 1998 to as much as 58.3 %
in 2007 (Figure 7). It can be concluded that beech, whose increment in its youth
exceeds that of fir, has better chances for future development and dominance in a
stand with a disturbed uneven-aged structure and worsened ecological conditions.
This is also corroborated by research of Safar (1954). The abundance of the young
growth of other plants in the areas dominated by the sycamore and the shrubs (ge
nerally buckthorn, hazel, elderberry, mezereon), which has a vital effect on natural
regeneration, did not change fundamentally during the first three measurements.
It should be noted that during the last measurement (2007) the number of young
growth of all the species decreased significantly, which can probably be attributed to
the exceptionally dry year of 2003.

Crown damage
Ostecenost krosanja

Forests in Risnjak National Park, together with all the other forests in Gorski
Kotar, are susceptible to mortality and dieback. An aerial survey of the Park con
ducted in 1988 showed that as much as 93.4% of the fir was significantly damaged
(damage over 25 %), and so were 12.5 % of the beech, and 58% of the spruce
(Kusan et al. 1994). It should be pointed out that the survey encompassed the total
old Park area (3,400 ha). No research linked to forest dieback has been done since.
Research should definitely be resumed. The crown damage status in the experimen
tal plot (1998, 2001, 2003, 2005), and the comparison with the average values in
the Republic of Croatia (Potocic and Seletkovic 2006) are given in Figure 8. The
data show a percentage share of significantly damaged trees of beech and fir.

The highest proportion ever of significantly damaged trees of silver fir amoun
ting to 74.1% was recorded during 2006. This is an increase of 0.3 % in relation to
the assessment of 2005. The damage trend in recent years indicates further alarming
dieback of silver fir in Croatia. A slightly better situation, but still very worrying,
occurs in Risnjak National Park, where the growing trend of significant damage
from 50 % to 63.6 % in 2005 has shown a mild decrease to 56.8 % of significantly
damaged trees.

Average damage of common beech in recent years of monitoring has not chan
ged drastically, and has ranged from 4 - 11 %. The year 2006 saw the highest ever
significant beech damage of 12. 7 %, but the beech still retains the epithet of the
most resistant Croatian tree species. Monitoring in Risnjak National Park shows
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that beech manifests very similar values of significant crown damage as those in
commercial forests.

CONCLUSIONS

ZAKLJUCCI

The basic prerequisite for a normal, balanced and stable uneven-aged stand, as
well as the condition of its sustainability, is constant natural regeneration. In terms
of sustainability of the studied selection stand, the results of this research may briefly
be summarized in two main conclusions: the problematic condition of fir and the
aggressive onset of beech.

Namely, the proportion of significantly damaged fir trees in the experimental
plot ranged from 50.0 % in 1998 to 63.6 % in 2003. The uneven-aged structure has
been disturbed and consists of an excessive number of old and over-mature fir trees
which have reached their physical maturity. The absence of fir from the thinnest
degrees of diameter distribution suggests the absence of increment over the several
past decades. The proportion of fir among the young plants in the experimental plot
constantly dropped from 23.4 % in 1998 to 8.5 % in 2007. Not one fir exceeded a
height of 3 0 cm throughout decades of monitoring.
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On the other hand, the aggressiveness of beech is evident in the increased share
of young beech regeneration from 16.1 % in 1998 to as much as 58.3 % in 2007.
Beech crowns (alone or overlapping with fir) cover 73.9 % of the experimental plot
area. The share of significantly damaged beech trees in the experimental plot did not
exceed 13 % (the highest percentage of 12.4 % occurred in 1998). Fir in the thinnest
degrees of the diameter distribution is being replaced with young beech trees.

The results obtained during decade-long monitoring of the structure and process
of natural regeneration of beech and fir stands in Risnjak National Park do not gua
rantee the sustainability of the forest ecosystem, which was the basic reason for gi
ving this area the status of a national park. The justifiability of the concept of passive
protection should be re-examined in this case. There is a possibility that in the long
run, such a concept of protection will harm rather than protect forest ecosystems
of national parks. In order to obtain a scientifically based platform for making deci
sions on the future of forests in protected areas, a monitoring methodology should
constantly be improved by establishing a network of permanent experimental plots
in all the protected forested areas in Croatia. In no case should modern information
models be neglected; on the contrary, full use should be made of their capability of
presenting newly acquired knowledge in a qualitative manner.

Past insights and experience of a large number of forestry scientists, to which we
contribute with our research, allows us to conclude that foresters have the knowled
ge, the ability but also the commitment to help forest ecosystems in protected areas
to permanently fulfill their intended role. The forestry profession should definitely
become more involved, particularly in those protected areas whose basic phenome
non and/or the most distinct feature are forest ecosystems. In such cases, treatment
of forests should foster the preservation and naturalness of forest ecosystems in
concrete sites.
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UTJECAJ STRUKTURE SASTOJINE NA DINAMIKU RAZVOJA
MLADOGA NARASTAJA U BUKOVO-JELOVIM SUMAMA

NACIONALNOG PARKA "RISNJAK"

SAZETAK

U radu se iznose rezultati istrazivanja stanja strukture, regeneracijskih procesa,
znacajki mladoga narastaja, uvjeta njegova razvoja i opstanka, ostecenosti krosanja
bukve i jele, kao i mogucnost primjene novih nacina pracenja razvoja sastojina me-
todama trodimenzionalne vizualizacije horizontalne i vertikalne strukture sastojine.
Rezultati se temelje na desetogodisnjem istrazivanju (1998.-2007.) na stalnoj poku-
snoj plohi u sumi bukve i jele {Omphalodo-Fagetum Marincek et al. 1992) unutar
NP "Risnjak".

Rezultati izmjera strukture sastojine ukazuju na narusenost preborne struk
ture. Distribucija broja stabala ukazuje na izostanak jele u najtanjim debljinskim
stupnjevima te manjak srednje debelih stabala, sto potvrduje izostanak priliva jele
iz prirodnog pomladivanja unazad vise desetljeca. Taj prostor popunjava zastarcena,
nekvalitetna bukva, sto upucuje na izmjenu vrsta. Prevelika zastrtost tla krosnjama,
izostanak stepenicastog oblika sklopa, nagomilana drvna masa na starim, fizioloski
oslabljenim stablima, takoder ukazuju na izostanak preborne strukture. Navedeno se
odrazilo na brojnost, kvalitetu i prezivljenje mladog narastaja, a rezultati ukazuju na
upitnost ocekivanog normalnog procesa prirodne obnove.

Zasticeni sumski ekosustavi poradi svoje uloge, stabilnosti i potrajnosti zahti-
jevaju aktivniji nadn zastite u smislu pomaganja pozitivnih prirodnih procesa. Re
zultati ovoga istrazivanja kao i dosadasnje spoznaje mnogih sumarskih znanstvenika
daju nam za pravo zakljuciti kako sumari poradi svoje bogate tradicije imaju znanja,
mogucnosti te obvezu pomoci zasticenim sumskim ekosustavima da trajno obavljaju
namijenjenu im ulogu.

Kljucne rijeci: Nacionalni park, struktura preborne sastojine, prirodna obnova,
jela, bukva
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Beech-fir forest management in Croatia is currently faced with problems of
irregularly structured stands. This is manifested in a considerable proportion of
mature trees of large dimensions, poor increment, the non-existence of vertical
structure and the absence of satisfactory and permanent natural stand regene
ration. The characteristics of such structures show similarity with virgin forests
in their terminal stage. On the assumption that a balanced selection structure
may only be achieved with intensive and systematic management, the goal is to
highlight the relationship between management and stand structure "develop
ment". Based on the conducted and published research deahng with concrete
forest sites of fir and beech, the following elements of planning the management
and structure of irregularly structured fir-beech stands are discussed:

1. The disappearance of a selection structure and the accumulation of the
growing stock of large trees with diameters over 70 cm during the past
50-year period resulting from prescribed and applied low-intensity cut
ting operations;

2. The applicability of the prescribed cut form (based on the difference
in the growing stock before and after the selection cut and the rate of
curent annual volume increment), which is questionable in conditions of
excessive growing stocks and low rates of current annual volume incre
ment;

3. The transition time, recruitment and structure of regeneration as an in
dicator of the currently disrupted stand structure;

4. Predictions of planned intensity and structure of selection cuts, recruit
ment (stand regeneration) and "development of stand structure during
future cutting cycles, which indicate the need for cuts of higher intensity
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(over 25%) in the initial cutting cycle and gradual improvement of the
disrupted selection structure; and

5. The results that indicate the negative effect of basal area of fir and beech
trees with diameters exceeding 50 cm on natural fir regeneration, as well
as the occurrence of natural young growth of regenerated fir (develop
mental stage of young growth) 5 years after the selection cut of stronger
intensity (24%).

Key words: silver fir, common beech, disturbed selection structure, selection
cutting intensity, increment.

INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM

UVOD I PROBLEM

The characteristics of a single-storied structure of the majority of stands in
Croatian beech-fir forests, which show similarity with virgin forests in their terminal
stage (Korpel 1996), may point to insufficiently intensive planning and management
with selection forests. However, the predominance of mature trees of large dimen
sions, the absence of vertical structure, poor increment, tree dieback and the absence
of satisfactory and permanent natural stand regeneration are the consequence of ma
nagement failures, unfavourable climatic impacts and pollution (Matic et al. 1996),
but also of different approaches to forest management through history caused by
complex interactions of social, economic and ownership attitudes towards the forest
(Bozic 2001, Bozic 2003, Kalafadzic et al. 1989, Kusan et al. 1994).

In terms of the importance of selection management for Central European
forestry (Shutz 1989, 2001, O'Hara 2002), problems of fir dieback, tree species
conversion, changed structure and absence of natural regeneration (Cavlovic 2000,
Korpel 1996, Boncina et al. 2002) pose special challenge to forest planning and
management.

Intensive planning and management is based on prescribing annual yields as the
necessary frameworkior the application of silvicultural treatments and appropriate
scheduling of selection cut with regard to spatial and structural stand features. Ac
cording to the SGOP (2006) data, the growing stock of fir in the amount of 28.13
million m^ increased by 1.91 % in 1996. However, the 10-year felling volume (1996
- 2005), which was only 64.2 % of volume increment, shows an extensive approach
to planning. The increment volume of 77.1 % indicates the need for more intensive
management, which was limited by a regulation (20 % maximal deviation). Partly
in connection with these data, the fir growing stock of 27.8 million m^ increased by
only 1.76 % in 2006. To meet the need for more intensive management, the felling
volume of 106.0% of volume increment has been planned for the 2006 - 2015
cutting cycle.

Assuming that in conditions in which cutting is lower than the increment, ma
nagement has all the features of a virgin forest and that the percentage of increment
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as a direct indicator of a disturbed structure cannot be used as the key element
for planning the prescribed yield, this paper aims to confirm these assumptions by
comparing the structural elements of sample forests and research conducted on the
relationship between the elements of management planning and stand structures.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

MATERIJALIIMETODE

In order to compare and define the indicators of a disturbed structure and the
elements of management planning (felling as the necessary framework for the ap
plication of management procedures), a mixed theoretical model of fir and beech
was used in the second site class for fir. The mixture ratio was 80 and 20% of the

total growing stock (399 m^/ha). Two forests (management classes) of fir and beech
in the sites corresponding to the second site class for fir were taken as examples of
a preserved selection structure on the one hand and a disturbed selection structure
on the other.

The management class Uneven-aged forests of fir, spruce and beech II within the
management unit of Bunaric (Management plan for MU Bunaric 2003) consists of
17 stands covering an area of 994.15 ha. The average growing stock per ha is 412
m^, of which fir and spruce account for 72% and beech and other broadleaves for
28%. The distribution of growing stock per diameter classes (thin, medium large,
large tree) is almost theoretical (42 % of the growing stock of large trees). The
current annual volume increment is 11.24 m^/ha, which corresponds to the annual
increment percentage of 2.73 %. Over the past periods, management has been cha
racterized by intensive selection cutting organized and performed by wood-indu
strial companies.

Stands showing a disturbed selection structure are situated within the manage
ment unit Belevine (JJneven-aged seed forests offir IF) over a total area of 266.24 ha
(18 stands). Of the total growing stock of 476 mVha, fir and spruce participate with
78 % and beech and other broadleaves with 22 %. The share of the growing stock
of large trees of 74 % in relation to the total theoretical growing stock indicates a
disturbed stand structure. The stands increment by only 1.67 % or 7.97 mVha an
nually. Starting from 1870, management was characterized by the formation of pure
coniferous stands of even-aged structure during the 70-year period. In the last 50
years, management with the group selection cut method has been applied (Cavlovic
2000).

The following elements of the theoretical structure and annual cut were obtai
ned from the mixed theoretical model; the participation of the growing stock of
large trees (>50 cm), current volume increment, the percentage of current volume
increment, the average transition time of stands (forest), recruitment, volume and
the structure of selection cutting. These elements were juxtaposed with the sample
(investigated) forests.
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The ratio between the growing stock of large trees and the total theoretical
growing stock, and the percentage of annual current increment at the level of indivi
dual stands were taken as indicators of a disturbed selection structure. An interaction

was investigated between the percentage of volume increment and the participa
tion of growing stock of large trees, and the volume increment and the structure of
growing stock within groups of stands in the sample forests.

The applicability of the prescribed cut form (Eq. 1) (based on the difference in
the growing stock before and after the selection cut and the rate of curent annual
volume increment) was investigated on the example of the representative stands.

I  '' ^
E = Mx 1- , x/" (1)Wj

where M - growing stock of the stand immediately before the cut; p - annual
percentage of the current volume increment; I - cutting cycle; f - relationship be
tween the actual and the theoretical growing stock of the stand.

Interactions of elements of a disturbed structure, stand regeneration, cutting
structure and intensity, as well as predictions relating to the establishment of a theo
retical stand structure were analyzed and discussed on the basis of some published
research results.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

REZULTATIS RASPRAVOM

The survey and comparison of basic structural elements (Table 1) relating to
growing stock distribution per diameter classes, current volume increment and in
crement percentage, average transition time and recruitment show the extent to
which the average structure of fir-beech stands in the MU Bunaric is close to the
theoretical one. On the other hand, deviation of the growing stock and its distribu
tion per diameter class from the theoretical structure, the low increment percentage
and the high average transition time indicate a disturbed structure of the stands in
the MU Belevine. This results in poor stand regeneration, which is indicated by the
recruitment of only 4 trees per year per ha.

Sustaining a permanently balanced structure is based on permanent stand re
generation, or the felling of mature trees, which, according to Table 1, amounts to
about 50 % of the growing stock of large trees. Can this relationship also be valid in
conditions of a disturbed structure as long as the cutting volume plan is within the
maximal allowed cutting intensity?

The percentage of the current volume increment can in this context be taken
as a direct indicator of the stand's condition, which is caused by its structure. Fig
ure 2 shows the dependence of the percentage of annual current increment on the
participation of growing stock of large trees at the level of particular stands for the
two forests under study. Disaggregate in the percentages of annual increments of the
two groups of stands (forests) coincides with the level of 2 % annual percentage of
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Table 1. Comparison of structural elements of the studied fir-beech forests and mbced theoretical model
Tablica 1. Usporedba osnovnih elememta strukture istrazivanih bukovo-jelovih iuma i mjeSovite normale

Normal

model

MU Bunaric MU Belevine

Growing stock (m^ha"')
Drvna zaliha

10-30 cm 87.0 84.0 50.5

31 -50 cm 181.1 159.0 130.5

> 50 cm 131.1 169.0 295.2

Total 399.2 412.0 476.2

0.328 0.423 0.739

Current annual increment

GodfSttfi tedajni prirast
m' ha"' 11.80 11.24 7.97

% 2.96 2.73 1.67

Transition time

Vrijeme prijelaza
year 10.30 10.50 16.00

Recruitment

Priliv

trees yr."' 14.70 14 4

10-yr. cut
10. god. sje6a

Total / Ukstpno m' 118.0

Mature cut / Zrela stabla 66.6

current increment and indicates considerable differences between the two forests,
as well as deviations from the theoretical selection structure. Lower increment per
centages of the stands in Belevine in the range of equal rate of large tree growing
stock (45 - 65 %) point to generally poorer conditions of increment in the forest of
Belevine (stunted trees). It may be concluded that a 2-percent annual decrease in the
increment is a direct indicator of a disturbed stand structure.

The negative correlation of the dependence of annual current increment per
centage on the participation of growing stock of large trees is clearly visible, which
is more distinct within the forest with a preserved stand structure.

The percentage of the annual current increment is an element which is directly
used in practice in the formula for planning the prescribed cut (Eq. 1) at the selec
tion stand level. Figure 2 shows a comparison between the representative stands of
two sample forests.

According to the basic structural indicators (growing stock, proportion of large
tree volume, increment) the stand within the MU Bunaric is very close to the hy
pothetical selection structure (Figure 2a). By maintaining the current level of re
generation and volume increment, an optimal number of medium large trees may
be achieved relatively rapidly. The prescribed cut, which is at the level of normal
cutting intensity of 25 %, will be sufficient to achieve this goal.

On the other hand, according to Figure 2b, the structure of the stand in the MU
Belevine may be declared significantly disturbed and far from a hypothetical selec
tion structure. With considerable growing stock and proportion of mature volume
(92 % of the normal volume), and the percentage of annual increment of only 1.54
%, the prescribed cut was calculated according to the Formula 1 that is identical
to the first stand and that is at the level of the normal prescribed cut. Although the
prescribe cut form contains the relationship between the actual and the theoretical
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Figure 1: Rate of annual current volume increment and large tree volume proportion dependency.

Ringlet and solid line - m.u. Bunaric. Rhombs and broken line - m.u. Belevine.Crosses and
broken vertical line - the theoretical model.

Slika 1. Ovisnost postotka godihijeg teia'ptog prirasta i ttdjela drvtte zalihe debelog drva. Krtizici ipuna
lifiija-gj Bunarid. Kvadratidi i crtkana Imija-gj Belevine. Kri£i6 i crtkana uspravna linija-nor-
mala.

growing stock (growing stock exceeds the normal one by 36 %), due to low incre
ment percentage the 10-year cutting intensity is only 19 %.

The ten-year normal prescribed cut of 112 m^ per ha is sufficient to maintain
a balanced selection structure. On the other hand, this prescribed cut in the stands
with a disturbed structure does not guarantee more intensive stand regeneration,
tree increment and the establishment of the selection structure. For this reason, the
application of this prescribed cut form is questionable when the relationship be
tween the structural elements in the stand are disturbed (Cavlovic et al., 2006b).

The application of the theoretical rate of cutting as a method of determining the
prescribed cut is more appropriate in this case. Starting from the normal annual in
crement percentage of 2.96 % (Table 1), the prescribed cut of 172 m^ per ha would
be adequate for the 10-year cutting intensity of 29.6%, which is an increment of as
much as 216 %. As it is certain that the entire or almost entire prescribed cut would
relate to mature tree felling, or the regeneration of the stand in compartment 2 of
the MU Belevine, over 40 % of the mature volume would be affected by cutting.
This corresponds to the relations within a balanced selection structure (Table 1).

According to Cavlovic et al. (2006b), the prescribed and accomplished 10-year
cut in the management unit Belevine in the period 1950 - 2000 was about 17 %
and reached the increment level of 114 %. However, the proportion of mature tree
growing stock in relation to the total growing stock (total normal growing stock)
constantly grew from 44 (52) to 61 (70) %, while stand regeneration was increas
ingly poor. This confirms the conclusion that intensities below 20 % (the application
of the formula of volume difference before and after cutting based on the concrete
percentage of annual current increment) are not suitable when structural relation-
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Figure 2: Diameter-class structure endprescribtng cut elements for the two representative stands, a)
sub-compartment 49a, m.u. Bunaric. b) compartment 2, m.u. Belevine.

Slika 2. Prikaz debljinske stmkture i elemenata odredivanja sjecivog prihoda za dvije reprezentativne
sastojine. a) odsjek 49a, gj Bunarii. b) odjel 2, gj Belevine.

ships within a stand are disturbed. Bozic (1999) and Klepac (1997) also point to
the trend of growing proportions of large tree volume in selection forests of Gorski
Kotar.

High transition times expressed with a low increment percentage and excessive
loss of transition time within a diameter class indicate a disturbed structure in terms

of different conditions of fir tree growth (Cavlovic et al. 2006b). In such conditions,
a large number of fir trees with poor increment (stunted trees) are found in all di
ameter classes. Improving and balancing the conditions of fir tree increment, which
is mutually dependent on regeneration and the normal selection structure, is one of
the requirements to be fulfilled by future intensive approach to management.

The poor condition and structure of fir regeneration correlates directly with
the proportion of large trees. Correlation analysis of the impacts of basal area of a
particular part of fir and beech stand on the occurrence of the seedlings, saplings
and poles of fir and beech confirmed positive correlation between the basal area
of thin trees of both fir and beech on the occurrence of saplings and poles. On the
other hand, the statistically considerable negative impact was confirmed of the basal
area of large fir and beech trees on the occurrence of their saplings and poles. The
negative impact of the basal area of large beech trees on the occurrence of the young
growth, saplings and poles of fir was particularly distinct (Cavlovic et al., 2006b).
Such results indicate the necessity of applying cutting treatments in a particular part
of a stand so as to encourage and maintain stand regeneration.

Figures 3 and 4 show predictions of fir-beech stands with a disturbed structure
on the basis of a continued dynamic model system (CDMS) of the selection stand
(Cavlovic 1999) based on the assumptions of cause-consequence effect between cut
ting the mature growing stock and intensifying regeneration and increment.
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Figure 3: Predlaion of growing stock development in the Belevine research site for the next 5 cutting
cycles. I means 10-year cutting intensity, (according to Cavlovic et al. 2006a)

Slika 3. Projekdja dnnte zalihe ha'') prosjeSne sastojine u gf Belevine tijekom buducth 5 ophodnji-
ca. I je intenzitet 10-godiSnje sjece. (prema Cavlovid i dr. 2006a)

The prediction of trends in the growing stock (Figure 3) shows considerable
decrease in the fir growing stock, especially during the first two cutting cycles. At
the end of the first cutting cycle, double increment should be cut with a cutting in
tensity of 28 %. This coincides with the prescribed cut determined by the method of
theoretical rate of cutting on the example of compartment 2 in the MU Belevine. A
decrease in the fir growing stock during the first two cutting cycles is based on cut
ting large-dimension trees and establishing favourable conditions for more intensive
regeneration and tree incrementing. However, even after this, the cutting intensities
do not fall below 24 %. At the end of the fifth cutting cycle, the total growing stock
should be reduced to the bottom critical level of 280 m^ ha"', after which a gradual
increase in the growing stock might be expected.

Such a cutting scenario is expected to have a positive impact on the develop
ment of a stand's diameter structure. However, a shift in approaching the diameter
stand structure to the hypothetical one over the 50-year period still seems insuf
ficient (Figure 4).

According to research by Cavlovic et al. (2006b), positive impacts were ob
served of higher intensity cutting (24 %) in relation to the previous ones ranging
around 17 %. The structure of stand regeneration 5 years after cutting in,relation to
the structure of regeneration before cutting is given in Table 2.

A multiple increase in the number of plants/ young trees is evident for all the
three developmental stages. The number of germinants is significant as it represents
the potential for the developmental stage of small seedlings. The most important
is an increase in the number of small seedlings, which is 15 times higher for the fir
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at the end of the 50-^ear period in relation to the hypothetical structure: a) Silver fi and b)
Total, (according to Cavlovic et al. 2006a)

Slika 4. Pocetna i projektirana debljinska stmktura tia kraju SO-godisnjeg razdoblja prosje£ne sastojme-
gjBelevineuodnosunanormalnustrukturu:a)Jelaismrekaib)Ukupno.(premaCavlovididr.2006a)

compared to the situation immediately before cutting. This is a direct indication of
positive impacts of the 24 % cutting intensity and distinct stand regeneradon.

Table 2. Review of young tree structure according to classes and tree species just before cutting and 5
years after cutting, (according to Cavlovic et al. 2006b)

Tablica 2. Prikaz strukture obnove prema klasama i vrsti drveca neposredno prije sjece i 5 godina nakon
sjeie. (prema Cavlovid i dr. 2006b)

Tree species
Vrsta drve6a

Young tree classes (number of plants/trees per ha)
Klase mladog narastaja (broj biljaka/stabalaca pa ha)

Germinants

Ponik

Small seedlings (< 0,3 m tall)
Pomladak (< 0,3 m visine)

Tall seedlings(>0,3 < 1,3 m tall)
Pomladak (>0,3 < 1,3 m visine)

1999. 2005. 1999. 2005. 1999. 2005.

Silver fir / ]ela 1872 8609 317 4956 2 651

Beech / Bukva 0 579 136 2948 0 1076

Total / Vkupno 1872 9188 452 7903 2 nil

CONCLUSION

ZAKLJUCAK

Lack of intensive planning in the management with beech-fir forest, which is
based on the prescribed cut as a sufficient and necessary framework for the applica
tion of regeneration and tending treatments, leads to a disturbed stand structure and
processes similar to those in a virgin forest (accumulation of growing stock, cutting/
mortality lower than the increment, falling quantities and qualities of increment,
degradation of increment, delay stand regeneration). Permanent maintenance of a
theoretical selection structure based on cutting the normal increment is a prerequisi-
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te for systematic and consistent forest planning and management. This requirement
is even more important and complex in re-establishing the already disturbed stand
structure. A low percentage of the annual current volume increment is a good indi
cator of disturbed relations in the stand structure and the intensity of planning and
management in beech-fir forests, but is inadequate as an element for determining the
prescribed cut, which leads to low intensities of selection cutting (less than 19 %).
To plan the quantity and structure of the prescribed cut, it is more advisable to start
from the relationship between the elements of the theoretical structure, theoretical
increment percentage (rate of cutting), and even the maximal allowed intensity of
selection cutting. This will provide a good basis for intensive management with bee
ch-fir stands.
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MOGUCNOSTIUSPOSTAVEI OCUVANJA URAVNOTEZENE
STRUKTURE JELOVO-BUKOVIH SASTOJINA

SAZETAK

Gospodarenja bukovo-jelovim sumama u Hrvatskoj je danas suoceno dijelom
sa sastojinama nepravilne strukture, koja se ocituje u znacajnoj zastupljenosti zrelih
stabala velikih dimenzija, slabom prirastu, nepostojanju vertikalne strukture i u izo-
stanku zadovoljavajuce i stalne prirodne obnove sastojina. Obiljezja takvih struktura
upucuju na slicnost s prasumom u njenoj terminalnoj fazi. Uz pretpostavku da se
jedino intenzivnim i sustavnim gospodarenjem moze trajno podrzavati uravnotezena
preborna struktura, cilj je istaknuti postojanje veze izmedu gospodarenja (propis i
izvrsenje intenziteta i strukture prebornih sjeca) i „razvoja" strukture sastojine. Na
temelju provedenih i objavljenih istrazivanja na konkretnim sumskim objektima jele
i bukve, razmatraju se sljedeci elementi planiranja gospodarenja i strukture jelovo-
bukovih sastojina nepravilne strukture:

1. Nestajanje preborne strukture i gomilanje drvne zaiihe krupnog drva
promjera iznad 70 cm tijekom proslog 50-godisnjeg razdoblja kao posljedi-
ca propisanih i izvrsenih sjeca niskih intenziteta;

2. Primjenjivost obrasca razlike drvne zaiihe prije i poslije preborne sjece te-
meljenog na postotku godisnjeg tecajno volumnog prirasta za planiranje
etata, koja se pokazuje upitnom u uvjetima velikih drvnih zaliha i malog
postotka godisnjeg volumnog prirasta;

3. Vrijeme prijelaza, priliv i struktura obnove kao pokazatelji postojece
narusene strukture sastojina; predikcija planiranog intenziteta i strukture
prebornih sjeca, priliva (obnove sastojine) i „razvoja" strukture sastojine
tijekom buducih ophodnjica, koja u meduovisnom dinamickom sustavu
ukazuje na potrebu za sjecama jacih intenziteta (preko 25 %) u prvim opho-
dnjicama i na polagano popravljanje narusene preborne strukture;

4. Rezultati koji ukazuju na negativan utjecaj temeljnice stabala jele i bukve
vecih od 50 cm promjera na prirodnu obnovu jele, kao i rezultati pozitiv-
nog reagiranja preborne sastojine prirodnom obnovom jele (razvojni stadij
podmladka) 5 godina nakon preborne sjece jaceg intenziteta (24 %).

Kljucne rijeci: jela, obicna bukva, narusena preborna struktura, intenzitet prebo
rne sjece, prirast.
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The best known Croatian beech-fir virgin forest of Corkova Uvala in the
Plitvice Lakes National Park is the first virgin forest in Croatia to be scientifically
explored. The decisive role in the shaping of the structure of this forest is played
by soil depth and relief. Depending on karst phenomena, shallow brown soil on
limestone (calcocambisol) and deep lessivated soil (luvisol) alternate in a mosaic
like pattern. The diversity of pedomicrosites has resulted in varied conditions
for the growth of silver fir i^bies alba Mill.), common beech ifagus sylvatica L.)
and common spruce (Picea abies Karst.). This is responsible for the formation of
an uneven-aged or selection structure of the virgin forest in the initial, optimal
and ageing stage, which discriminates this virgin forest from other virgin beech-
fir forests in Europe.

Research into the virgin forest development has shown that non-wood
forest functions, especially those related to environmental protection, are not
fulfilled in several of its developmental stages. It was found that, in comparison
with a natural managed forest, a virgin forest does not produce non-wood fun
ctions as well as the former. Old growth stands should be preserved in principal
forest ecosystems of Croatia to serve as sites for forestry and other research,
while other forestland should be adequately managed according to natural prin
ciples to ensure optimal commercial and non wood functions.

Key words: virgin forest, nature-based forest management, non-wood forest
functions, Corkova Uvala, Plitvice Lakes National Park
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INTRODUCTION

UVOD

The virgin forest of Corkova Uvala in the Plitvice Lakes National Park is a part
of the former spacious virgin forest complex of beech and fir that covered large
areas in the mountainous part of the Croatian Dinaric mountain chain. The Croatian
Dinarides are characterized by a typical karst relief that abounds in landforms such
as sinkholes, dolines, cracks, stone blocks, crevices and fissures. The geological be
drock is made up of limestones with dolomite interbeds from the Upper Cretaceous.
The bedrock is formed from vertically or laterally positioned plates (Prpic, 1972).

According to Seletkovic (201), the climate of beech-fir forests in Lika and Gor-
ski Kotar is temperate warm-rainy and partially snowy-boreal. As indicated by some
estimates, the average annual precipitation in Corkova Uvala amounts to about
1,600 mm, while the mean annual air temperature is about 7° C. The dominant soil
type is brown soil on limestone (calcocambisol) of varying depths (depending on
area stoniness), which offers an array of conditions for the growth of forest trees.
More shallow soils, melanosol on limestone and dolomite (calcomelanosol) have
been identified in higher areas, while cracks and sinkholes contain deep lessivated
soils (luvisol). Compared to other soils in the area, luvisol ensures much more favou
rable growth conditions to forest trees. Stone areas, especially plate-like layers with
sporadic very shallow brown soil on limestone or melanosol on limestone provide
exceptionally unfavourable conditions for the growth of forest trees (Figures 1 and
2). The virgin forest of Corkova Uvala extends over 80 ha. Figure 1 shows a sample
plot of 1 ha established in 1957. The proportion of stone area in this plot was 19%.

e)

3^

Figure 1: Contours and stoniness of the
sample plot in the Corkova
Uvala virgin forest in Plitvice
Lakes National Park

Slika 1. Prikaz slojnica i kamenitosti
pokusne plohe u praSumi
Corkova uvala u Nacionalnom

parkii Plitviika jezera
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In such places trees of silver fir, common beech and common spruce manifested
much shower growth. Corkova Uvala is situated at an altitude ranging from 860 to
1028 m. The exposition is eastern and north-eastern, and the slope is from 5 to 37
degrees.

A virgin forest is basically characterized by natural features. In other words, this
is a forest in which growth and development evolves under the impact of natural
biotic and abiotic factors. This results in the diversity of species, developmental
stages and vitality. Viewed spatially and structurally, a virgin forest manifests several
developmental stages. These are the initial (regeneration), the optimal, the terminal
(ageing stage and decomposition stage) and the selection stage. In beech-fir virgin
forests the life cycle that embraces all these developmental stages lasts for about 500
years. In the past 250 years the forestry profession has intensively drawn upon the
insights gained by forestry, biological, technical and economic sciences. These insi
ghts also reflect the situation in a virgin forest, particularly the regeneration stage
and the optimal stage. The development of a natural managed forest depends on
biological and ecological relationships in the forest ecosystem, which are more or
less under the impact of man. In contrast, in a virgin forest these relationships evolve
without any human influence.

What discriminates Croatian beech-fir virgin forests from other European bee
ch-fir virgin forests is the karst bedrock. The exceptional diversity of the parent
material, as well as the diversity of soil types and depths, has resulted in varying
diameter and height increments of virgin forest trees growing in different microsites.
An uneven-aged structure of the forest stand, scientifically called the selection struc
ture, has been observed in almost all developmental stages of the virgin forest, i.e.
the initial, the optimal and the terminal stage. This is best illustrated by the number
of trees per diameter class, which has the characteristic of the Liocourt curve.

In order to determine the impact of microsites on tree growth in the Corkova
Uvala virgin forest, we selected silver firs with breast diameters of about 40 cm
from two microsite types. The first microsite type is in the stony part of the area,
while the second microsite type has deeper soil. The annual rings from each sample
type were analyzed for the period from 1960 to 1975. The annual rings from stony
microsites were 2.4 times narrower than those from microsites with deeper soil
(Prpic et al., 2001). Consequently, the impact of microsites on tree growth should be
further investigated. Significant differences in diameters and heights of young trees
growing in different microsites indicate a typical selection structure (Liocourt curve)
in all developmental stages of the virgin forest, except that of regeneration. Similar
results were also found in the virgin forest of Devcica Tavani in Northern Velebit
(Prpic, 1972,1979, Prpic and Seletkovic, 1996, Prpic et al., 1994, Prpic et al., 2001,
Mayer et al., 1980, Kramaric and luculano, 1989). This was particularly confirmed
by research of Mayer et al., and Kramaric and luculano, which encompassed a larger
area of the virgin forest of Corkova uvala (Prpic et al., 2001).

According to Anic (1965), the Corkova Uvala virgin forest was in the late initial
stage, or according to Korpel (1995), it was in the stage of intensive growth and the
beginning of the optimal stage. Its growing stock amounted to 761 m^/ha, but rose to
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924 m^/ha in the following 30 years (1957 - 1987), which shows that the old growth
stand in the sample plot entered the ageing stage (terminal stage).The tree mixture
composition consisted of 56% of silver firs, 34% of common beeches and 10% of
common spruces. Silver fir had the average volume of 5 m^, common spruce of 4 m^
and common beech of 1 m^. The number of common beeches declined in the men

tioned period by 50% and that of silver firs and common spruces by 20%. Increased
increment is mainly due to the common beech, which occurred in the virgin forest in
the second generation since its life cycle is twice as short as that of silver fir.

Prebj'ezic (2007) provided spatial presentation of the virgin forest as it was in
1957, including tree positions, crown projections, tree heights, positions of dead stan
ding and fallen trees, and area stoniness. According to research based on the microsite
method which involved emission pollution, the virgin forest of Corkova Uvala was
then not significantly contaminated with toxic gas emissions and acid rains, unlike the
forests in the Plitvice area in the northern exposition (Glavac et al., 1985).

Figure 2 shows the area of the first sample plot of 1 ha, in which Academi
cian Milan Anic launched his research in 1957 (Prebjezic, 2007). According to Anic
(1965) and Raus (Prpic, 1979), the virgin forest belongs to the Dinaric beech-fir
forest Omphalodo-Fagetum Marincek et al. 1992.

7^

>5^

•5*
i.

4
36

m

Figure 2: 30 view of the sample plot in Corkova Uvala
Slika 2. Trodimenzionalni prikaz pokusne plohe u prasumi Corkova uvala
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WHICH NON-WOOD FOREST FUNCTIONS DOES

A VIRGIN FOREST PROVIDE?

KOJE OPCEKORISNE FUNKCIJE SUMA PRUZA PRASUMA?

Non-wood functions or forest services are indirect benefits that managed fo
rests offer to the environment. They are closely related to the raw material forest
service, which represents direct benefit. Non-wood forest functions are particularly
important in the ecological and social sense due to their impact on more immediate
or remote surroundings. Non-wood forest functions drew increased attention when
damage to forests, incurred by modern technical civilization, began to come to light
(degradation, forest destruction and decline). This damage was primarily caused by
harmful gases (sulphur dioxide and nitrogen compounds) produced by industrial and
traffic emissions. Forests grew increasingly contaminated by harmful gas emissions
(dry and wet depositions), especially in the northern hemisphere where industry is
highly developed. In some European countries forests were so badly contaminated
that they virtually perished (Germany, Czech Republic).

,Forests damaged to such an extent ceased to produce wood material. Aquatic
and Aeolian soil erosion set in, water springs dried out, high water waves and floods
grew in frequency, and the formerly unimaginable climatic extremes occurred. This
was a clear indication that beneficial forest functions in the environment were no

longer present. The second half of the twentieth century saw growing interest in the
importance of non-wood forest functions (Prpic, 1992). In the initial estimates their
value was within the value of timber; however, in the 1990s this value increased
thirty-fold and showed further rising tendency (Sabadi et al., 2000). More recently,
the high value of non-wood forest functions is attributed to the impact of forests
on atmospheric carbon dioxide sequestration in the process of photosynthesis and
mitigation of greenhouse effects.

Non-wood forest functions are divided into ecological (protective), social and
combined (social-ecophysiological) (Prpic, 2003). Ecological functions embrace the
hydrological function which balances water relations in the surroundings, the wa
ter-protective function which ensures potable water from ground courses and forest
springs, the anti-erosion function which refers to the role of forests in preventing
erosions, the climatic function which reduces wind severity and mitigates climatic
extremes (in winter, temperature in the forest is several degrees higher and in sum
mer several degrees lower than in an out-of-forest area), and finally the anti-emis
sion function, expressed by the capacity of tree crowns to retain large quantities of
harmful substances from the atmosphere (dry depositions and acid rains).

Social functions include aesthetic, recreational, health and tourist roles of a fo
rest. Sodal-ecophysiological forest functions embrace genetic, biological-diverse,
natural-protective and physiological functions. The genetic function refers to ge-
nofund conservation, the biological-diverse function protects the wealth of the fo
rest's living world, the nature-protective role relates to different categories of forest
protection, and the physiological function refers to enriching the atmosphere with
oxygen and sequestering carbon dioxide in the process of photosynthesis.
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In some developmental stages of a virgin forest (e.g. ageing and decomposi
tion), some non-wood forest functions are reduced or are completely absent. In the
developmental stage of decomposition, the death of trees and the occurrence of
gaps lead to the decline of all forest functions, including the anti-erosion, climatic
and anti-emission function, and, to a smaller extent, the hydrological and water
protective function. A decrease in the photosynthetic impact in the developmental
stage of ageing and decomposition leads to a decrease in the physiological functions
of oxygen release and carbon sequestration. In a virgin forest in the developmental
stage of regeneration and decomposition, carbon sequestration and oxygen release is
of lower intensity in relation to a natural managed forest, where there are no ageing
and decomposition stages and the regeneration stage is much shorter than in a virgin
forest.

The function of preserving biological diversity of forests on the example of a
virgin forest is prescribed by the FSC forest certification (Criterion 6.3) and a by
law. In a nature-based managed forest, where there are no dead trees to provide the
ecological niche for a part of the living world, an agreed number of such trees must
be preserved.

According to Mayer et al. (1980), the developmental stages of ageing, decompo
sition and regeneration in a virgin forest, in which the number of non-wood forest
functions is reduced, last for about 300 years. This is a very long period in the 500-
year-Iong life of a beech-fir virgin forest.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

RASPRAVAIZAKLJUCCI

Modern forest management in Croatia is based on natural laws and proces
ses occurring in a virgin forest. It encompasses natural regeneration, selection and
competition, as well as the use of optimal site conditions. This is how a natural and
stable forest stand is formed and maintained. Such a high-quality stand is capable
of optimal fulfillment of non-wood forest functions. However, nature protection in
the continental region is increasingly focused on natural forests. Owing to adequate
forest management, these forests have for over two centuries served to protect na
ture and provide other non-wood forest functions. The intention is to convert these
forests into secondary virgin forests by introducing different protection categories,
such as national parks, nature parks and others, as well as implementing protection
over about 5% of forested areas (about 1900,000 ha).according to the forest cer
tification regulation. This will represent significant loss of some non-wood forest
functions and complete loss of the raw material forest function. According to some
recent findings, the most important non-wood forest functions are diminished or
lost during about 60% of a virgin forest's life.

The problem of partial or complete loss of non-wood functions of a beech and
fir virgin forest should be scientifically investigated so as to ensure the stability of
forests in protected areas and guarantee maximal provision of non-wood forest fun-
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crions. This refers primarily to carbon sinks in different developmental stages (re
generation, ageing and decomposition), in which photosynthetic effects are much
smaller or completely absent. Depending on the relief, erosion and surface runoff in
the developmental stage of decomposition and regeneration become more intensive,
which in turn increases water waves and causes more frequent torrents and floods.

In a forest managed on close-to-nature principles there are no virgin forest sta
ges of ageing or decomposition. Biologically, such a forest is less diverse due to the
absence of old and dead trees that otherwise provide an ecological niche for a part
of the forest's living world. However, this problem is currently solved by retaining a
certain number of dead trees in a stand throughout the forest' life.

In order to monitor natural processes and relationships in virgin forests, it is
necessary to preserve secondary virgin forests in the most important Croatian forest
ecosystems. It is also necessary to apply silvicultural treatments in all other forests
(managed and protected) with the goal of permanently maintaining the stability of
forest ecosystems so that they could provide optimal non-wood and commercial
functions. We believe that it is reasonable to utilize timber of high quality and simul
taneously preserve and protect the nature and the environment.

Forests managed according to natural principles provide general nature protec
tion and ensure other non-wood forest functions. By adhering to well known fore
stry principles which the forestry science has established in the course of studying
virgin ecosystems, all benefits currently required from a forest ecosystem will be
achieved. A stable and well tended forest ensures optimal non-wood forest functions
(Prpic, 2001).
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PRASUMA CORKOVA UVALA U SVJETLU PRUZANJA
OPCEKORISNIH FUNKCIJA SUME

SAZETAK

Najpoznatija hrvatska prasuma bukve i jele {Omphalodo-Fagetum /Marincek i
dr. 1992/) u podrucju Nacionalnoga parka Plitvicka jezera prva je u Hrvatskoj znanst-
veno istrazena. Presudnu ulogu u oblikovanju scrukture te prasume ima dubina tla
i reljef. U toj se prasumi, ovisno o krskim fenomenima mozaicno izmjenjuju plitko
smede tlo na vapnencu (kalkokambisol) i duboko lesivirano tlo (luvisol). Raznolikost
pedomikrostanista uvjetovala je razlicite uvjete uspijevanja stabala obicne jele {Abies
alba Mill), obicne bukve {Fagus sylvatica L.) i obicne smereke {Picea abies Karst.).
Tako je oblikovana raznodobna, odnosno preborna struktura prasume u inicijalnoj,
optimalnoj i fazi starenja, po cemu se ova prasuma razlikuju od ostalih bukovo-je-
lovih prasuma Europe. Proucavajuci razvoj prasume utvrdili smo kako vise njezinih
razvojnih faza ne ispunjava u potpunosti opcekorisne funkcije sume i to posebno
neke vrlo znacajne za zastitu okolisa. Prema dosadasnjim spoznajama moze se sa
velikom sigurnoscu tvrditi kako prasuma u svome dugom zivotnom vijeku obavlja
u znatno manjoj mjeri opcekorisne funkcije od prirodne gospodarske sume. U glav-
nim sumskim ekosustavima u Hrvatskoj potrebno je ocuvati prasumske sastojine za
potrebe sumarskih i drugih istrazivanja, dok se sa ostalim sumskih povrsinama treba
pravilno gospodariti prema prirodnim principima i s ciljem osiguranja optimalnih
gospodarskih i opcekorisnih funkcija suma.

Kljucne rijeci: prasuma, prirodno gospodarenje sumom, opcekorisne funkcije
suma, Corkova uvala, Nacionalni Park Plitvicka jezera
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Table 1 Physiographic soil characteristics in the narrow-leaved ash {Fraxinus angustifolia Vahl) flood-
plain forest - the three studied sites in Upper Posavina in Croatia

Phase of

ash forest

Soil Hori

zon

Depth Particle size distribution Bulk

den

sity

Po

rosity
Water

capac

ity

Air

ca

pac

ity

pH' Corg.

Coarse

sand

Fine

sand

Silt Clay

(cm) (%) g
cm'^

(vol %) gkg-'

Initial

phase
Gleysol A/G 0-7 0 17.5 40.6 41.9 0.83 64.4 58.7 5.7 5.69 89.4

Grso 8-25 1 9.8 32.1 57.1 1.15 52.9 52.0 0.9 6.20 21.0

Gr 26-55 0 9.9 27.6 62.5 1.19 52.4 51.5 0.9 6.75 36.6

Grso 56-75 1 7.4 25.7 65.9 1.22 51.2 48.4 2.8 7.13 9.6

Gr 76-100 1 6.4 20.6 72.0 1.37 45.2 43.2 2.0 7.23 6.9

Gr 101-120 0.9 12.4 14.3 72.4 1.24 50.4 47.5 2.9 7.59 3.9

Optimal
phase

Gleysol Aa 0-14 0 13.1 46.3 40.6 0.99 56.4 50.1 6.3 5.67 42,0

Gr 15-40 0 25.1 21.9 53.0 1.19 51.3 49.7 1.6 6.56 19.5

Grso 41-83 1.7 21.3 18.6 58.4 1.34 45.1 41.4 3.7 7.42 9.3

Gr 84-120 0 10.4 32.4 57.2 1.47 39.8 38.3 1.5 7.47 11.4

Terminal

phase
Gleysol Aoh 0-11 1.3 28.5 47.2 23.0 1.00 58.0 49.0 9.0 6.88 66.6

Gso 12-50 1.9 20.6 42.5 35.0 1.39 45.8 41.2 4.6 7.49 62.1

Gso 51-100 1 36.2 28.5 34.3 1.45 44.9 35.6 9.3 7.80 6.0

a - pH measured in water suspension
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Slika 1. Horizontalna projekcija stabala na pokusnoj plohi lijevo, rezultati PP analize desno
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U raspravi autor bi trebao naglasiti najvaznija saznanja provedenog istrazivanja i nastojati

ne ponavljati do u detalje sve svoje rezultate. Potom treba razmotriti sve moguce razloge zbog
kojih su dobiveni upravo takvi rezultati te naciniti usporedbu s drugim relevantnim navodima
iz literature. Osobito je vazno istaknuti ogranicenja vlastitog istraiivanja te naposlijetku nav-
esti kako se dobiveni rezultati odrazavaju na buduca istrazivanja.
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no (Vukelic 6c Baricevic 2006). Ako rad potpisuje vise od dva autora, nakon prezimena prvog
autora treba rabiti kraticu et al, npr. (Vukelic et al. 2006). Ako se uzastopno navodi vise radova,
podaci za pojedine radove odvajaju se zarezom, a u slucaju vise radova istog autora u jednoj
godini treba ih razluciti dodavanjem ladnicnih slova, npr. (Vukelic 2006a, Vukelic 2006b).



Popis literature nalazi se u posebnom poglavlju na kraju clanka poredan abecednim re-
dom prema prezimenu prvog autora. Ako je izvor literature knjiga ili clanak, bibliografska
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Ime autora (ako je on nepoznat, ime urednika odnosno naziv organizacije izdavatelja)
Godinu izdanja
Naslov rada
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177, No 1-4, p 267-284.
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Table 1 Physiographic soil characteristics in the narrow-leaved ash {Fraximis angttstifolia Vahl) flood-
plain forest - the three studied sites in Upper Posavina in Croatia

Phase of

ash forest

Soil Hori

zon

Depth Particle size distribution Bulk

den

sity

Po

rosity
Water

capac

ity

Air

ca

pac

ity

pH' Corg.

Coarse

sand

Fine

sand

Silt Clay

(cm) (%) g

cm"^

(vol %) 8 kg-'

Initial

phase
Gleysol AJG 0-7 0 17.5 40.6 41.9 0.83 64.4 58.7 5.7 5.69 89.4

Grso 8-25 1 9.8 32.1 57.1 1.15 52.9 52.0 0.9 6.20 21.0

Gr 26-55 0 9.9 27.6 62.5 1.19 52.4 51.5 0.9 6.75 36.6

Grso 56-75 1 7.4 25.7 65.9 1.22 51.2 48.4 2.8 7.13 9.6

Gr 76-100 1 6.4 20.6 72.0 1.37 45.2 43.2 2.0 7.23 6.9

Gr 101-120 0.9 12.4 14.3 72.4 1.24 50.4 47.5 2.9 7.59 3.9

Optimal
phase

Gleysol Aa 0-14 0 13.1 46.3 40.6 0.99 56.4 50.1 6.3 5.67 42,0

Gr 15-40 0 25.1 21.9 53.0 1.19 51.3 49.7 1.6 6.56 19.5

Grso 41-83 1.7 21.3 18.6 58.4 1.34 45.1 41.4 3.7 7.42 9.3

Gr 84-120 0 10.4 32.4 57.2 1.47 39.8 38.3 1.5 7.47 11.4

Terminal

phase
Gleysol Aoh 0-11 1.3 28.5 47.2 23.0 1.00 58.0 49.0 9.0 6.88 66.6

Gso 12-50 1.9 20.6 42.5 35.0 1.39 45.8 41.2 4.6 7.49 62.1

Gso 51-100 1 36.2 28.5 34.3 1.45 44.9 35.6 9.3 7.80 6.0

a - pH measured in water suspension
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Fig.I Horizontal projection of trees on test site on the left, results of PP analysis on the right.

Discussion
This chapter should contain the major findings of the research, without detailed repeti

tions of all results. All possible reasons for the achievement of such results should be dis
cussed. Comparison with other relevant quotations from the literature should be made. It is
particularly important to point at the limitations of the authors' own research. It should be
concluded how the achieved results reflect upon future research.

Conclusions
The conclusions should be connected with the related research aims. Only the most sig

nificant conclusions should be mentioned.
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